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./

VOL.

General Dealers,in Dry
Goods. Groceries. Crockery,Hats and Cups,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

Apples, p bushel .............
Beaus,)! bushel .................

25®

•

Emi

CIlif,
•
OFFICE: VAN LANDEQLND’S BLOCK.

II., Livery and Sale Stable. Office Butter, V &•..{ ............. ...
and barn on Market street. Everything first- Clover seed, V lb.., ........
Eggs, )i dor.eu.. ............
class.
Honey,
...... ..............
YTIBBELINK.J. II., Livery and Hale Stable; Hay, V ton ...................
Officeof Dally Stage Line to Haugatuck, 9th Onions. bnshel ...............
Potatoes. )) bushel .......... ...
street, near Market.
Timothy Heed, )l bushel ........

%

Terms of Sabsoription:

Mich.

JUTKAU & VANZ'iEREN, New Meat Mar-

O

NEATLY DONE.

ten Muck, nonpareil,) 75 cents
•Unit insertion, and 25 cents for each suhseQueut Insertion for any period under three
(

>

mouths.
| 3 m. I

350

Hqiiure ........ .......

“
“
Column

2
3
»4

.................. 5
8
................
................ to
................. 17
..................2>

v "
1 “

m. I 1 T.

ft

Cordwood, maple, dry ......................
$ 2 50
Kreen ......... ........ 2 00
beach, dry ...................... 2 00

** “

OO I 8 00
8 00 1 10 'HI
00 10 00 ; 17 00
uo 17 00 j 25 00
00 25 00 I 40 no
IN) 40 OO | H5 00

.new @

M

for

DAUELS. VAN PUTTEN 4 CO.. Proprietors

I

of Hugger Mill*; Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

Saw and Flour

(

VV

Feed.

ton

>!

Bariev, p 100 lb ........
Middling, ^ 100 Ih ......
Floor. *H00 1b ..........
Pearl Barley, V 100 lb.... ......... 3 00

Train*.

Beef, drem-d per

“ “

Pork,

"
“

••

11.55 a.m.
\ 10 00 p. in.

Muskegon, Penlwuter
A Big Rapids. *10.25 a. in.
10.30 “

“ "
“
“
&

l 10.05 p.

New

111.

t

Mixed

AJ

4 M.

office at
L. 6. R.

QCHOUTEN,

1

ANTING, A. Om

Vf

trains,

m.

Taken

Effect,

j^£IGGlNS,B. P.

the leading Photographer.
Gallery opposite this office.

Monday, June 23, 1879.

1».

STATIONS.

n. in.

in.

12
11
8 23 11
7 57 11
7 30 10
7 12 10
0 23 9

p. in.

Mutkegon,

20
47
42
12
44
25
33

Ferryttourg,

Grand Haven,
Pigeon,
Holland,
Fillmore,
Allegan,

2
2
2
3
3
4
5

a.

V

17
50
22
55
13
00

6
7
7
8

15
53
22
42
35

FRED. II. MAY, Manajer.
Leavenworth.Om' l Freight Agent.
W. BAUJ1GAKTKL, Agent,

E. C.

Holland. Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. it.
It. It. mid L. S. X M. S. for Plaiuwell, Kalamazoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, &c., 4c.

X

Attorney at Law and Collecting
Agent. (Mcein Kenyon & Van Pullen's bank
Eighth street.

1

J..

V
street.

,

lecting, Drafts bought

of each week
Visiting brothers arbcordially invited.

Will H. Rogers, R.

8.

A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodge,
No. 191, F. 4 A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, Oct.
j®, at 7 o’clock, sharp.

Received

!

GROUT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shatnpooning, hair-dyeing,etc., done at rea
sonahle rates. Barber shop next door to the City
14-ly

Hotel.
Conaistlon Merchant.
I)

D

EACH

BRO’8, CommissionMerchants, and

dealers in Grain. Flour and Produce. Highjst market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
<tore cor. Eighth 4 fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17

_

Deatlit.

EE, D, M., Dental Surgeon ; residenceand office bn Eight^strceL, opposite Van Raalte’s

€

store.,

•

Drag* aal Xeiiclnei.

rtOESBURG,J. 0., Dealer in Drugs and. MediiJ cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes. 4c. PhyIcian’s

prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.

WALLPAPER,

XTAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

Dealer in Drugs, Medicines, Paints, oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Berq's Family Medicines; Eighth St.

TVALSH HEBKR, Druggist4

V?

•

full

Pharmacist; a
stock of goods appertaining to the bus-

ness.
furniture.

XifBYBR

ft. * CO., Dealers in all kinds of Furniture. Curtains. Wall Paper. Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames,etc. : River street.

MY

remainder.In case his plan

of

colonization succeeds this portion of the
a

town

site

worth.

It

this source that his profits are to

Ncwberne realized.If

is

be

therefore ho falls to succeed,

better proof of honesty and
Ills plan appears to

me

so

City, situated at Beaufort Harbor, about plain that I consider it unneccessaryto
17 miles distant from Havelock. This further dwell upon it.

harbor is one of the best iu the world, be-

Another question in regard to this
scheme might present itself. Why has
vessels, and affords at all times a safe Mr. McLean selected the Hollanders for
anchorage. The railroad runs into a ware- his proposed colony? Nothing but mere
is accessible even to the largest

it

accident. Reading about tho Netherlands

and its population has convinced him that
can take place directly from one into through them tho object of his scheme
the other. Even with vessels of 25 feet could be most easily attained, and also

North Carolina, through

that this part of

the other side of the harbor we find

Beaufort, the best w atering place in the

its climate and soil, is particularly well

adapted for

very considerable. In the lust few years

CURTAINS,
Of

all

Descriptions.

the cultivation of early potatoes,peas,
melons and tomatoes has also become an

SEWING MACHINES

importantsource of revenue.

In

01 all kinds and prices.

OLD MACHINES

taken In exchange, and

re-

paired.

NEEDLES, OIL. ATTACHMENTSand PARTS
for

all

Sewing Machine*.

this

nation.

this

judged correctly and

I believe that

Good

health

is

for

my

ho

part wish

one of the most essential

things necessary for a persons happiness.
I

have

therefore

done

all I could to ac-

quaint myself with the climate and tho

and adjoining counties large

sauitarv conditionof

Craven County.

quantitiesof land can yet be found, which

was fortunate enough to find some

have never been cultivated, aud which

tics in regard to these

are to be

obtained at very low

figures, be-

I

statis-

two points in New-

bernc, but iu Havelock I had to be satis-

cause the people of Nortli Carolina are be- fied with the general information to be
ginning to realize that increase of wealth obtained from the inhabitants,their ap-

come by an increase of the pro- pearanceand my own observations. I am
ductive and iuduslrial population. But of the opinion that Havelock U better in
with all this we need not occupy our minds both respects than Newbcrne, for the rea-

can only

COFFINS, CASKETS,
SHROUDS and

TRIMMINGS at present, because the establishment of a

son that there the nice arid cool sea breez-

large territory. The quantity of land,

makes no differencehow many Phyor how much medicine you have
tried, it is now an established fact that
German Syrup is the only remedy which
has given complete satisfactionin severe
cases of Lung Diseases. It is true there
are yet thousandsof persons who are predisposed to Throat and Lung Affections,
Consumption, Hemorrhages, Asthma, Severe Colds settledon the Breast, Pneumonia, Whooping Cough, «fcc., who have
no personal knowledge of Boschce’s Ger
man Syrup. To such we would say that
50,000 dozen were sold last year without
one complaint. Consumptives try just one
bottle. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by
all Druggists iu America.

Otto Breyman, W. M.

now

goticcs.
A completeassortment of Fall and Winter Huts and Caps, from the cheapest to
the finest, and of all colors and styles.
Come early and take the first pick, at

>

w

is

it must be warmer. Observationsmade
McLean, during my stay in the latter part of last
choice made month and during the first days of this

already in possession of Mr.

ns yet sufticient,

and

his

witn great sagacity. It is only with difti- month showed a temperatureranging from
cnliy that one would be able to find other 78 to 90 degrees Fahrenheit,while at the

places where cheapness of land,

fertility

in

Chicago the thermome-

ter

good

told that th* winters are Very mild

sanitary

of conveyance,
conditionand a first-class

same time here

of soil, excellentmeans

many

climate,and

other advantages

to

marked from 85 to 90 degrees. I was
and that

the lowest point the thermometer had ever

which I will hereafter refer, are so well Indicated was 20 degrees above zero. Hero
combined.
in Chicago 20 or more degrees- below zero
Everybody

will

admit of the desirability

is

nothing extraordinary.Spring and Fall

of directingthe stream of Holland emi-

arc Bnid to be simply delightful.It

gration towards one point,, instead of hav-

mated that

ing it divide into so

and so

many

little brooks,

tracelessly disappear

In

Is

esti-

(luring a whole year not nioic

than ten days

can be counted which are
Ouly very

larger unfit for outdoor exercise.

streams. In the latter instance the Hol-

Utile protection is necessary for cattle in

My project of a Circulating Library has land element must entirely be lost. It is
been forestalled by a Chicago iustltufion only when people concentratearound one
of a similar character, which, however, as centre that churches and schools are

fodder is only required for them. The

I understand,confines its subscribersto
the Seaside Library.

My

plan

was

intended to be

somewhat

similar, but offeringa wider range of

books

wintertime, and a small quantity of winter

people look strong and healthy, and sick

founded, manufactories of all kinds are people 1 have not seen with the exception
established, political influence obtained, of one case of whooping cough in a very
and the development of power and strength

mild form. The

through co-operation can take place.

agreeably cool, while the sea w ind is de-

air

was always pure and

land lightfullyrefreshing,especiallyduring the
afternoons, evenings and nights. From
Lakeside, Seaside and FranklinSquare Li- for sale at $2.00 un acre. He is ready to
Just received a large variety of ready
statistics found in Newherne,I learned
braries, and to add standard Magazines give to every emigrant, for an entire year,
made Cloaks; the latest Chicago styles, at
that the diseases generally met with were
and other literatureas fast as it would pay tree of charge, the use of a good inhabitcheaper prices than you can make them
Intermittent and bilious fever of a light
able house and plenty of land fit for dito do so.
up yourself. Also, the fiuest variety of
form. In this century two epidemicshave
If there are fifty persons who desire to rect cultivation.It is therefore impossible
Fall and Winter Drew Goods that ever
raged, In 1812 yellow fever visited them,
support a Circulating library of our own,: to think for one moment of bad faith or
wh* put on ray Shelves.
and in 1804, during the stay of the Northinstead of impyriiug one from Chicago, deception. TJje settler is bound by noil •
- 3&-2»r
D. BERTSCH.
ern army, they suffered both from small
r
-‘i*'
and will subscribe, I shall feel safe in start- ing and has time and opportunity to select
OYSTERS! OYSTERS! We ore pre- ing it, otherwise not. Further information for himself any part of the land in Mr. pox and' yellow fever. However, yello\V‘
pared to serve out Freah Oysters, either
fever is not indigioous in North Carolina.
31cLei)n’« possession.Another guarantee
given on application.
by the can or by the dish, in every style.
The
mortality list in Newbcrne showed the
of good faith is the fact that Mr. McLean
H. D. POST.
38
PESSINK BROS. • Oct. 3,
death of 33 white and 109 colored people,
cannot derive any benefit from his scheme
during the fiscal year ending on June 1,
The
best
quality
of
Sewing
Machine
unless it works successfully.In case of a
A frrsh supply of all kinds of candy
Needles, suitable for all the diflerentkinds
1879. The temperature for July, the hotjust received
L. T. RANTERS.
failure, it is he who becomes the greatest
of machines, for sale at
test month, I found to be on the average
loser. By contracthe is prohibited from
D. BERT8CH.
P. OTTE.
H. VAN DER WBYDEN.
85 degrees Fahrenheit at noon time, and
raising the price of his land. He has
80 degrees at midnight. For December,
A Complete assortmentof Spectacles bought it for $2.00 an acre and is obliged the coldest month, it ranges frtfm 18 to 50
Manufacturer#and Jobbersof
to suit the difierent qualities and ages of to sell it for the same price. Only, each
degrees, the average being about 40 desight, just received, at
additional year, that he posjesses it, adds
grees. The Hollanders now living at
J. O. DoESBURG’ff Drug Stork.
6 per cent, interest to the original price,
Havelock enjoy very good health and their
that is to say : the first year the price is
Corded Velvet in differentshades for
children grow amazingly.
24 South Division Street,
$2.00 per acre, the second it is $2.12, the
Dress and Cloak Trimming, at
To k continued in our next i*me.
third $2.54 and so on. Now the question
E. J. HARR1NGON.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
32-2

D.

BERT8CH.

s.

**

‘

made up from my own selections from the

j

2w.

1879.

at

tuneries.River street.

the price of $2KK) to bo charged

for the

South. In this city, fishery Is one of the
most important elements of livelihood, that circumstanceswould allow me to pass
and the shipments, made from here to the rest of my life there; instead of here,
New York and other Eastern cities, are iu Chicago.

W. H. Joslin, Sec'u.

9-ly

AS

lates to

The Eastern terminus of the Atlantic stroncer and
and North Carolina Railroatl is Morehead good faith.

On

sicians,

and sold; Eighth

T \ E

not included in the contract as far as re-

is 18 miles and direct communication is his entire undertakingwill be a dead loss
open between these two places by land from beginning to end. In my opinion it
aud water.
is impossiblefor any man to furnish a

It

^odcticji.

Col-

Barber*.

allowing

productive. These same 2,000 acres are

and Neuse rivers,is the county seat. The from
distanco between Havelock and

draught this can be done.

CIRCULATING LIBRARY.
AN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and

new comers by

of tracts, which can at once be rendered

antly located at the confluence of the Trent sold for whatever it will be

house, which is built over the water, and

A Remarkable Result,

Baaklag anl Exchaage.
"IT

sist

is

him to asthem the use

enable

the loading and unloading of cars and ves-

OIL CLOTHS,
RUGS, CARPETS,
SPRING BEDS,

ket and Eighth Street.

F. & A. H.

rPEN EYCK,

berue and Morehead City, in the immedi-

which

these 2,000 acres

82-8mo.

M. Hariungton, N. G.

W. 11. Attorney and Conncelorat Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.

between New-

O

River street.

1

stated, situated halfway

General dealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

. Notary Public; Hlver street.

DARKS,

in Mr. McLean's possession, 2,000

as has been heretofore acres are already under cultivation.It

J.,

I. 0. of 0- F.

VfC BRIDE, P. II., Attorney and Counselor at
iVL Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11

now

is,

Always on hand.

Holland City Lodge, No. 192,Indep<iudcnl Order
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., ou Tuesday Evening

Claim Agent, Attorneyand

1).,

the following: Of the 25,000 acres of land

distanceof about 7 miles. The station

We are also Agent* for the CelebratedANTI- colony to consist of nothing but Hollan- es can be better felt, as it is only 0 or 7
SEPTIC FLUID for preservders is one of the best features of Mr. miles distant from the ocean, while Newing the Dead.
Lean’s plan, which object would be de- berne is about 25 miles away from it. In
Watch** and Jewelry.
^“Please come and give us a call.
feated iu case of individualpurchase of summertimeHavelock must therefore he
H. MEYER 4 CO.
TOSLIN 4 BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
lands, which might be scattered over a cooler than Newherne, and In wintertime
and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar-

rTM£ ROLLER, G.

gusines* gimtont.

"OWAKD, M.

and expenses. But the explanation lies in

cause

&

Attorney*.

fation'. It would seem to be an affair that

can bring him nothing but care, trouble

has

Tobacco and Cigars.
f»

to 5
to 7
to 9
to ti

Stock CompleteI (Quality Unexcelled!

111.

M

a h*
@•0

Also, a CompleteStock of

Manufacturerof and dealer m
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.

Goins South.
No. 3. No. 1.

h

!

New Goods Just

Saddler*.

VAUPELL, II.,

Osla* Rjrth.
No. 4. No. 2.

4*

a

DOWN! AS LOW AS THE
LOWEST

Physician and Snrgeon ;

Daily except Sunday and Monday*
office at GraafrchapVillage, Allegan county,
; Daily except Saturday.
Mich. Officehours from 10 to 12 a.
20 ly.
, Mondays only.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
I) EST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon,Zeeland,
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago JJ^ Mich. Office at De Kruifs drug-store.
imo which la 2d minutes later than Columbus
time.
PhiogTtpher.
t

Grand Haven Rail Road.

PRICES WAY

R. A. City Poystcian. Office at the
First Ward Drug Store, 8th Street.

O

compen-

sels

residence,on iLighih street, near Chi.
R. crossiiig.

VfC CULLOCH THOH.,

life

order to be successful.And all that

public square.

3 25 p. in. \ 10.15 p. in.

5.55
*

Surgeon : Office

to

FURNITURE!

corner Eleventh and River street opposite

1.30 u.

12.00 “
m.
5.15 “
* 10 45 a. m.

J

EDKBOER. B. Physicianand

I"

±J

1

CUicago.

......

“

Physician, Surgeon and
Accoucheur.Office, Van Pullen's Drugstore,
Holland,Michigan.

ButFulo

@ 4M

...............4

"

r EDEBOEK, F, S., Physicianand Surgeon;

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. m.
* 0 10 "

.

______

lb

.

Holland,

J 1 40 a. in.
f 5.20 “
3.30 p. m.

Grand Rapids.

©

105
40
25
40
14 (HI
17 (K)
1 23
1 HO
85
2 7fi
4 00

Meats Etc.

•*

K SH, U. L., Surgeon,Physicianand AccouchIx. eur. Office at his residence, Overysel, Mich.

Jsave

..............

)M0Oth ...........

............. fi
pOHT, HENRY I)., Real Estate and Insurance Smoked Meat .................. ......... 8
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; ColHam .......................... 5
ecllons made In Hollandand vicinity.
Shoulders ...... ................4
Tallow, per lb ............
............... 6
SCHELVEN, G.. Justice of the Peace, Turkeys.
...........................7
Notary Public.Conveyancer, etc. Office, Chickens, dressed per lb.
...........
Van Landegend’sBlock.

25, 1879.

Arrive at
Holland,

year* of his

large expenditures

of about 8,000 inhabitants,aud very pleas- aud subdividedinto lots and blocks and

and Dealcrlu Corn, shelled V bushel..
Agricultural Implements; commission agent Oute, $ htlfhol .......... ........... @
Mowiim Machines* cor. l0th4Rlver street.
Buckwheat, V bushel....
Bran, V ton ........................ to

Pbrsiclani

Sunday May

Effect,

make

tract extends on both sides of the

.

The

McLean

Atlantic and North Carolina raflroad for a

C.

..

TTEALD.R.K.,Manufacturerof

V

Taken

is

Newberue, an old town with a population whole tract will be used for

VAN

Chicago & Weat Michigan R. R.

25,000 acres of land in Craven County, N.

“

Grain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat, white V buahel... ..r

Muufietsrlei, Mill*, Skopi, 2*.c.

L

Rail Roittli

McLean has bought about

V

WILMS, P. H. Mannfactnrerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. CorAn S before the Subscriber'sname will donote
10th and River streets.
the expiration of iho Subscription.Two XZ signify that no paper will be continued after date,
Hour? Public*
All advertising bills collectablequarterly.

to sacrifice

obliged to

in

VANDKRIIAAR,

0*'

Notices of Births. Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers.

f*/~

Wood, Staves, Etc,

“
“

colony, Mr.

called Havelock

5

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,

,

.............

**

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

“Sfi
30
2 00

II.

many

He has

and

In order to be able to start his proposed without apparently receiving any

green .....................1 75 ate vicinity of Slocum Creek, a stream
ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All Hemlock Bark ......................@4 00
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. (g,lo 00 which is navigablefor vessels of eight feet
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
draught. This Creek terminates iu the
UITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and Heading bolts, soft wood ...........
@ 2 54
. vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 2 75 Neuse River, which discharges itself in
Stave holts, softwood ....................... 2 25
Pamlico Sound, nod is therefore in direct
Hm Dealer in Fresh, Salt. Stave holts, hardwood ....................
8 00
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Railroad ties .................................
10 communication with the Atlantic Ocean.
and twine; 8th street.
Shingles, A $ m .......................... ®2 00
I

1

.

.

lb

Wool, $

Meat Market*.

il.tO per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
OOONE, C., Wholesale Dealer In all kinds of
paid at three month*, and %2.0U if
IJ Meat. Pays the highestprice for cattle.
Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
2-ly
paid at tic mouth.

One «qusreof

.

so
90
12
19
18
10

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

....

IN

Editor and PiMUiur.

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND

’

I)OONE

L>

p

DOESBURG,

J.

...

399.

naturally arises. How esn Mr.

Produce, Etc.

Sal* Ctahlei.

NO.

gain anything by such an undertaking?

NORTH CARLOINA.

V

Llvirr a&A

WHOLE

11, 1879.

Holland CU* Neve.

the

tTAN PUTTEN G„

PUBLISHED EVKHY SATURDAY AT

OTTO

For

©ut parkts.

$wjs.

a weeklyTewspapeb,

WAU

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

MICH.,

Ointrui Dsalen.

Gotland

Site

HOLLAND,

VIII.— NO. 35.

P.

OTTE &

CO.

FINE CIGARS

,

Mr. McLean

offers his uncultivated

)

and 884,340 bnahelsof barley, making a grand ment in the shaper of 95,000,000 in gold, for use The Massacre of M^j. Thornburgh’s
total of 7,602,103bushels, against 5,853,280 in the settlement of trade-balancesbetween
Command.
bushelsat this period last vear . .Disastrous England and the United States.... The dwarf
On Sept 29, Maj. Thornburgh'scommand,
prairie fires are reported in Western Minnesota minstrel known as “LittleMac” ia no more. He
died in New York a few days since.
and Dakota Territory.
which waa out after the hostile Ute Indiana,
The Canadian authorities have issued was suddenly oorraled and attacked by several
THK SOUTH
.

HOLLiND

CITY.

MICHIGAN.

.

In September, 1878, the

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,
THE EAST.

National
Bank of Baltimore was roboed of two tin
boxes, one containing 935,000 in bank notea
belonging to the bank. The other contained
bonds aggregating 928,000 deposited by the
late Col William M. Boone, together

an order prohibiting the transportation throngb,

hundred Ute Indiana, near Milk river, in the

or introductionihto, the Provincesof Quebec, vicinity of the Ute Reservation,in Colorado.
Ontario, New Brunswick and Prince Edward’s Maj. Thornburgh waa killed and a large numIsland, of cattle from the United States. Fears
( her of men wounded, and the command entirely
of th; introduction of the cattledisease furnish
surrounded.The whole story of the massacre
the pretext for this determination.
ia told in the following dispatchfrom Rawlins,

and private A Montreal dispatch says quite a WyomingTer.
last week a young commotion waa created in that city when it be‘‘Maj. Thornburgh's expedition againat the
man hunting in the woods near Wood- came known that the Grand Jury had brought hostile Ute Indians, when within seventymiles
entered into a compact by which
berry, Md., saw two men Bounding for somein n-ue bills against the Directors of the Con- of the agency, halted for the night of the 36th
apd consequentlytbo prices,
thing’ buried. At night the young man, with
inat. and the Major aeot Grafton Lowry, one
with stock

certificates

:

The Pennsylvania coal companies papers. One day
have at

laat

my

the supply,
beregulafedby the leadingproducers. 'iaf'severalfridnds, went' to the spot, and, digging.
The decision of the Supreme Court unearthed the tin box, which still contained
Col Boone's bonds and a number of his private
of Pennsylvania, in what are known as the papere.
Pittsburgh riot cases, affirms the constituAdvices from Memphis continue to
tionalityof the law imposing upon that city,
show
the gradual abatement,of the yellowand the county in which it is situate, the payment of damages for the destructionof prop- fever epidemic,and bie^e U every reason for
hoping that, except in case of a recurrence of
erty by the mob in 1877.
hot weather,the city will soon bo freed from
Robert W. Steele, bookkeeperfor the dread visitatioii.
Isaac Smith's Son A Co., umbrella manufactThree thousand five hundred perurers in Broadway, New York, ia reported to
sons witnessed the executionof Joo Kemp at
have disappeared with 960, 0Ui) of the firm’s
Evening Shade. Sharp connty, Ark., Oct. 8, for
*v f
the murder of Marion Hulsey in 1860. He
THE WEST.
made a very abort speech, saying: “I die toFrom the Sao and Fox Ageucy, lo- day for a crime for which I deserve the puniahment I would give some advice to young men
cated in the Indian Territory, there comes in- and boys : Honor yonr father and mother that
telligenceof a bloody fight between a party of your days may be* loug on the earth. Lord
twelve of the deeperadoes who infest the re- have mercy on my souL”

solidated Bank, living in that city. Sir Francis
Hiucks, Messrs.Reekie, Rankin, Grant, McKay, of hu sconts, to the agency to communicate with
and Ogilvie, and the late manager, J. B. Ren- Agent Meeker, and to see how matters stood.
nie. The indictments charge them with hav- He found the utmost excitementand confusion
ing made a willfully false statement of the prevailing.The Indiana had aent all their old

men, women and children south toward the
Blue river. The warriors were decorated and
FOREIGN,
painted in the usual war style. They were
to murder Mr. Meeker, but Mr. Lowry
Havana dispatch says that the abont
prevailed on them not to commit the deed. Mr.
Spanish columns continue to defeat the in- Meeker told Lowry that he attemptedto leave
surgents, who surrender daily. The oombined the agency with his family, bnt was prevented
forces of Guillermo,Maceo, and other chiefs by the Indians; that they, the Indiana, signified
were defeated at Rio P&lmarito and Malones, their readiness for war, and seemed anxiousfor
the approach of the troops.They then made anand ninety- five prisonerstaken.
other mova to kill Meeker and fire the buildings,
The situationin Syria is alarming, hot were a second time prevailed upon to desist.
The Arabs have joined the Kurds to oppose Lowry now attempted to return to the com
Midhat Pasha’s reforms, and Turkey has de- mand, bat waa informed that he most remain:
but, after giving them a number of assurances
cided to send forty battalions to maintain order.
of his peaceablemiaeion, he waa allowedto de... .London diipatchoa indicate great uneasipart, but waa accompanied by abont thirty
ness on the part of the British Government on
account of the threateningaspect of the tenant- warriors, who rode with him a number of miles
and then left him. Lowry arrived at the comdispatch from White Wright, right and land-refoim agitation in Ireland.
mand, then near Milk creek, on the eveningof
There was a big meeting of discon the 28th, and gave Maj. Thornburgh the above
Grayson county, Texas, gives brief particulars
ig of Jim
information.
of a horrible crime at a place known as Biuib, tented land tenants at Cork, Ireland, on the
capture of Triplet by a Cherokee Sheriff,Jeese
“The next morning, Sept 20, the command
5th
inst
Parnell,
M.
P.,
the
leading
spirit
in
eight
miles
south
of
that
place:
u
Some
unCochran, depnres them of a bold, bad loader
advanced, under the guidance of Joe Rankin,
and desperateman. It is expected that the known white men surroundedthe house of this agitation, boldly counseled physicalre- who is well acquaintedwito the country.About
troops will kill or scatter this band, as they Thomas Watsou, colored, the family consist- sistanceto tne unjust demands of the land- 0 o’clock a. m. Rankin discoveredfresh Indian
have orders to remain two months longer in the ing of a mother and two children, a boy of 18 owning aristocracy, and declared that robbery signs, and, having arrived at a canyon through
and a girl of 0 years, called them to the and oppression would prevail in Ireland so which the road passed, and which would afford
field, if necessary.
door and shot them down in cold blood, killing long as Englishmen were permitted io rule.
an excellent opportunity for ambush, ho led
The Chicago Tribune is authority the
mother and son instantlyand mortally
Advices from Afghanistanreport the command around over the hill, over an old
for the statement that United States Circuit wounding the little girl. The authoritiesat
trail well known to him. By this movement
that on the 3d of October an attack was made
Judge Drummond, of Chicago, will, on the 1st that place are working faithfully to bring the
ho saved the lives of tho command, for, on armuroerera to justice, but up to date no arrests by some Afghans on the British camp at Shnt- riving on the top of the hill, ho discoveredthe
of January next, retire from the Federal judihave been made."....Three men were killed afgardan pssu. Twenty Afghans were killed Indians in ambush on either side of the canyon
ciary. Advancingyears and impaired health
and five seriouslv wounded by the explosionof and six English soldiers were wonndod ____ Gen. through which the road passed.
lead the Judge to take this step.
a saw-millnear Willis,Texas.
Roberts has been advised by the Ameer not
“Thornburgh formed his men in line and
The visit of President Hayes to Into advance at once on Cabul, lest the awaited the coming attack. He waa repeatedly
WASHINGTON.
Afghans sack Bala-Hissar,but unlimited urged to fire on the Indians,bnt persistently
dianapolis was made the occasion of a big
Nearly $8,000,000were paid out of confidenceis not reposed in the Ameer, and refused to do so, laying that his orders would
demonstration. There was a grand industrial
the English General; will push on.... not justify an attack. Two Indians now rode
the treasury during September on account of
procession several miles in length, representing
Dispatches from Enropo suggest that com- up to within a hundred yards, dismounted and,
pensions arrears.
every branch of business and industry. Presimercialconsiderations
were not the chief rea- with a savage yel^ fired, shooting Capt
dent Hayes and Gen. Sherman, escortedby the
What the arrears of pensions will sons for the lately formed alliance betwee Payne through the atm. At this signal the
military, were at the head of the procession,
Germany and Austria. It is reportedthat be- Indiansgave a war-whoop and the battle comfoot up begins now to be susceptible of compuwhich was reviewed by Mrs. Hayes from a plattween Austriaand Russia there is a breach that menced. Thornburghnow found that he was
form in front of the postoffice,and which oc- tation upon satisfactorybasis. Up to the is widening daily; that the Czar has sent a surrounded.He ordered a charge, which he
1st
;inst
18,287
cases
were
settled,
the
aggrecupied two hours anu five minutes in passing.
special envoy to Emperor William, and that gallantly led iu person, and succeededin cutting
The entire route was lined with people by gate sum paid being a little less tfian Russia is at the same time mobilizing her his way out, and, when within about 500 yards
920,
750,
0U0.
It
is
estimated
at
the
dethousands. After the processionthe President
armies and reorganizingthe Cronstadt navy- of his wagon, he fell dead with two bullets
was driven to the fair grounds, where he partment that about 6,000 or 7,000 more yard, and, by secret agents, working up a dis- through his brain. Capt Payne now took comand Gen. Sherman entertained the great casea remain to be settled. Assuming their affection towards Germany among the Poles mand, and the battle waa carried on until 8
crowd with speeches of considerablelength. average will be abont that of those already and some other none too willing and loyal sub- o’clock, p. m., the troops using the wagons and
The distinguishedparty was dissolvedat In- paid, the total should not exceed 930,000,000. jects of the Emperor William.
animals aa breastworks. The Indians tell back
Commissionerof Pensions estimatesit
dianapolis, the President and family proceeding
a short distance and went into camp. During
Late
advices
from
South
America
at
less,
and
is
of
opinion
that
the
925,000,000
thence to their old home at Fremont, Ohio,
the engagement Lowry was killed.
there to remain a few dive, while Gen. Sher- last session appropriatedwill prove sufficient report a rising of Communistsat Bucaramaqua,
“The casualtiesare about as follows:
man and staff went to St. Louis to attend the for the total arrears ____ Followingis the coin- in the State of Santander. The Alcalde beaded Killed—Maj. Thornburgh, Lowry, and thirteen
age of the United States mints for September:
militia convention.
a crowd of ruffians in an attack upon several enlisted men, the Wagon-MaaterMcKinstry,
Gold, 133,532 pieces; value, 91,869,120.SilThe Denver Tribune containsa let- ver, 2,869,200 pieces; value, 92,396,002.Minor wealthy establishments,among others the only and one teamster. Wounded— Capt Payne,
tank in the place, and completelvsacked them, Capt Lawson, Surgeon Grimes, Lieuts. Padter, dated at Santa Fe, N. M., giving the details coins, 1,469,150 pieces: value, $14,694. Total,
killing and wounaing persons who endeavored dock and Wolf, and thirty-fivemen.
3,998,912 pieces; total value, $9,279,906.
“Maj. Thornbnrgh’s body had not been reof the recent slaughter of nineteen persons—
to defend them, and also burning the buildings.
The addition to the national-bank They then retired to the two cuartels, carrying coveredwhen Rankin left with the dispatches.
among them a man. his wife and three children
“Capt Payne bad fortifiedhis position,and
—by a raiding band of Indians, near Hillsboro, circulation, as shown by the report of the their plunder, and there intrenchedthemselves,
bidding defiance to the authorities of the State. thought he conld possiblyhold it until the
in that Temtory. Eight other persons were
Comptrollerof the Currency, has been at the
in case they were
The Presidentof the State organized a force, arrival of reinforcements,
badly wounded, among them three children.
rate of about 91,000,000a month for eleven
The Indians were pursued by a company of months past During September the increase attackedthe robbers in their intrenobed posi- sent promptly.
“It is now reported that Agent Meeker and
tion, and completelyranted them. He killed
armed settlers, who succeeded 'in killing ten of was nearly 93,500,000.
several of the leaders and took many prisoners. his family and all employeshave been murthem.
dered, anil the agency building destroyed,but
The Assistant Attorney General for
Revolting details of the sufferings this report lacks confirmation.
There was a fatal balloon ascension
the PostofficeDepartment declare* that letters
“Settlers from Snake and Bear rivers are
of the famine-strickenpeople still come from
at San Francisco, on Sunday, the 5th of Octoaddressedto lottery companies, or to agents
Cashmere. There is reason to hope that the flocking iu here for safety, and considerable exber. Prof. Colgrove, aeronaut, and 0. H.
for snch companies, arc unmailable,per se, worst is over, but undoubtedly the relief meas- citementprevails.
Williams, manager of Woodward's Gardens
and Postmasterssheuld refuse to registerlet- ures have been miserably mismanaged by the
“Troops have been ordered forward from
attempted to make a balloonascensionfrom
ters when so addressed.
Maharajah and his advisers, andtheloes of life Forts banders, McPherson, Fetterman and
the gardens, the wind blowing almost a gale.
Robinson, and will leave for the seat of war aa
The Supreme Court of the United has been terrible.. ..A dispatchfrom Capetown, soon as they reach the railroad, by special
The balloon seemed to be insufficientlyinff sled with gas, and rose heavily above the build- Btatea has resumed its business at Washington South Africa, says: “Cetywayo’e arrivalhere
had been anxiouslyexpected,and the English train. Gen. Merritt, to whom the command of
ings of the 'garden, soon after dropped,
tne expedition is given, is one of the best Inand scudded along at a low elevation, with a formidabledocket of 821 cases before it, colony turned out in force to see the monarch dian fighters in the country, and his troopa
pass.
He
is
an
exceptionally
fine
specimen
of
which,
it
is
estimated,
will
require
three
years
tearing away telegraph wires in its flight In a
have accomplished wonderful things.
moment the bag ripped, and the gas escaped for adjudication, without including new suite the noble savage,big, black, abont 50 years of
“The Utes are a warliketribe,and have from
age, standingnearly six feet high. He is well
with a roar heard for blocks Both occupants that may be added from day to day.
proportioned,has a fuliy-deyeloped
frame, and 500 to 600 warriors. They startedout on the
of the basket were thrown out, and fell a distPOLITICAL.
a good-natured,broad, open face of the Zulu war-path because they became dissatisfiedwith
ance of 300 feet Williams was fearfully
type, quite unlike portraitsthat have appeared. the treatmentreceived from their Agent, who,
crushed,and died almost immediately. ColThe Republican State Convention of In Simon's bay he
taken on they claim, was starving them.
grove lived some four hours
Nebraska was held at Omaha on the let inst board the Boadicea. There he saw the soldiers
“A hunting party, composed of Gen. Tyner, AsThe evidence at the official inquiry Hon. Jeese W. Davis presided. Hon. Amasa at drill, and expressedwonder and admiration, sistantPostmasterGeneral;
J.W. Hoyt, Governor
into the causes of the terribledisaster at Adrian, Cobb waa nominated for Bnpremo Judge, remarking, * Oh ! I waa only bora yesterday. I of Wyoming; J. K. Hayford, Postmaster at
Carson and J. W. Gannett for am a mere baby. I never should have fought Laramie City, and editor of tho Laramie SenMich., develop the fact that the seats of the and J.
against such good men as the English, who in- tint l ; two cooks, and an escort of cigiit soldiers,
grand stand into which tne people were crowded Regents of the State Univeraity. The foltended to take away my coontry and govern it are with tho beleagueredtroops on Milk river."
at the; time of its fall were insufficientlysup- lowing resolution was re-eived with tumultuous
so much better than I could. They shot us to
ported, the accident being entirely due to this demonstrations: We, as Republicans of the
—A Cheyenne dispatchof the 3d inst. says:
State of Nebraska, welcome back to the shores make ns Christians.I ask pardon for shooting
cause.
“Gov. Hoyt and Gen. Tyner returned to Laraback
at them.’”
of America the champion of our Union, the
Eight men were fatally injured in the protectorof our nation, and he hero of the
mie City this afternoon from their hunting exThe Mark Lane Express' last week- pedition in North Park. They saw no Indians,
Tioga mine, Bodie, CaL They were being low- great Rebellion—Gen. Ulysses 8. Grant
ly review of the British wheat market indicates and were unsuspecting of danger whon notiered into the mine, when the engine became
Ex-Gov. Tilden, in an interview what substantial basis there is for the late ad- fied by courier that the Utes had attacked
unmanageable, and the car on which the miners
with & reporter of the WashingtonPott, says vance in prices. The state of the crop which Thornburgh’s expedition.
were descendingwas precipitated several hun“A hunger has arrived in Coloradofrom Middle
dred feet. . .The local committee of the Society he does not seek and lias not sought the nom- is being harvested is reportedmost discouraging throughoot the United Kingdom. The late Park. Ho notified the citizens of the nark of
of the Army of the Tennessee in Chicago is at ination for President
rama have had the effect to spront the grain, Thornburgh's defeat, and thev are getting to a
work preparing for the receptionto be given
The official returns of the late elec- and, so far as thrashed,the quality generally safe place as rapidly aa possible. He says the
to Gen. Grant on his arrival there Nov. 12. ..
company of the Ninth cavalryhad left
The band of Apaches under Chief Victoria, tion in Maine have been published. For Gov- has proved inferior.The product of France, colored
Steamboat Springs, and fears were entertained
who have ao often escaped from their reserva- ernor, Davis, Republican, received69,110; it is stated, has beea rather underestimated, that they were massacred by the Utes, aa nothbut this is more than counterbalanced by the
tion in New Mexico, only to be brought back bv
Smith. Greenbacker, 48,077; Garoelon,Demoing has been beard of them since the battle,
the troops, have at last been banished. Maf. crat, 21,841. Davis lacks 808 of a clear majori- uncertaintyas to whether Russia can be relied
and Agent Meeker had forwarded orders to
Morrow panned and overtookthe unrnly sav- ty over all, and thereforefails of being elected on for the supply reckoned upon.
come to tho agency two days previons to that
ages, gave them a good whipping and recov- by the popular vote. The election of Governor
During the progress of a race at time. Dooglaas,the Ute chief, had threatened
ered sixty stolen horses ..... The report that the
now devolves upon the Legislature, which, betheir lives before hostilitiesoomraenoed, and
Hon. Thomaf Drummond has determinedto re- ing Republican in both horses,will of course Constantine,in Algeria,two stands crowded
stated that nepro troops must keep off the reswitfl spectatorsfell, injaring seventv people,
tire from his position as Judge of the United
i elect Da via.
many of whom will die. ...A Berlin corre- ervation, as his people had a hatred for them.
Btates Circuit Court is now denied.
“ Gov. Pitkin, of Colorado,ia holding his orThe official returns of the vote for spondent annonnees that if the Ruaaian army is
The fate of the two men— Prof. Wise
ganized militia companiesin readiness (or an
farther
increased, it is considered that a pro1 Governor of California show as follows: Glenn,
emergency, and saya that aa soon aa the Indiand George Burr, who ascended in a balloon
portionate increase of the German army will be
Democrat. 47,562; White, Workingmen,44,630; absolutelyand immediately neceaaary.
ans commence butchering settlers he will take
from St Lonis on Snnday evening, Sept. Perkins, Republican,67,97&
the matter in hia own hands and settle it in his
own wav.
28, still remains
mystery at this
The Straight-out(anti-Butler) Demo‘‘The Arapahoe Indians, in Wvoming, are rewriting.
party under the direction
PnbllC'Debt Statement.
ported making their way to the Utes in sqnads
of Prof. Wise's son, who went from crats of Massachusetts met in conventionat
Following ia the publio-debtstatement for and joining the hostilea,but this lacks ooufirmSt Louis to explore the vast bottom landa of Boston,last week, and nominated a full State
ation, though not altogether improbable.
Macoupin connty, III, on the theory that ticket,headed by Jehn Quincy Adams, Jr., for OcC 1:
“No news has been received from Meeker or
the lost balloon was wrecked therein, re- Governor... The Democrats of Louisiana,in 8tx-per-c*nt.
bonds ....... 928*.68*
the Thornburgh garrison."
turned to that ci'y the_otherday, after a very session at New Orleans last week, nominated Five-per-cent,bonds ......508,440,850 s 4
Xt
wearisome work. They only aucceeded L A. Wilt* for Governor. Mr. Wilt* waa for- Four-and-t-halfChxtxxki, Oct 6.
bonds ...................
880,060,000
in proving beyond all quesho
ion that all merly Mayor of New Orleans, and ia now Lieu- Four-*'er-cent
There is every indication that the Ute Indian
bonds ..... 787,187,080
theories about the balloon landing south tenant Governor.
Refunding certificates.... 8,688,900
war la to be a bloody one. Scouts and others
Bpringfleld,I1L, are fallacious,
Navy-pensionfund ..... . 14.000,000
who have arrived at varlona posts and dties
and forces the conclusion that the telegraph
GENERAL.
operator on the shore of Lake Michigan,who
91,796.967,660 from the scene of hostilitiesreport that the
Total coin bonds....
99,674,790
thought he aaw a balloonpassingout over the
New counterfeit15 bills on the Na- Matureddebt ...........
countryia swarming with savages belongingto
Legal tenders... .......$ 846,749.496
lake at 11 o’clock on the night of Sept 28, was
tional State Bank of Troy, N. Y., are in circu- Certificates of deposit. »
tribes not directly interested in this campaign.
81,918.000
correct The junior Wise refutes to believe
15,747,503
Gen. Hatch is advancing from the sonth
that his grandfatherhas been killed,and bolds lation.The old genuine iasue of this bank, Fractional currency....
to the theory that the balloon landed in Cana- which haf a paintedseal, bears the name “F. Gold and advsr certifiwith 800 men, and troops are concentrating
19,189,750
cates
E. Spinner, Treaenrer. N In the counterfeit the'
dian woods, remote from a telegraphstation.
with great rapidity at several points near
word * Treasury” is under the name of Alliwar. Fresh murders
Total without Interest ............ 9 419,887,679 the seat
The Horn silver mine, owned by son, and is spelled * Treniary."
find outragss committedby the bloodthirsty
Campbell, Cullen A Co., has just been sold in
Total debt ........
Utes have occurred in the vicinity of the outaffaireof the.bank.
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who brought tho news of
Thornburgh’s defeat and death, Payne’s command were still holding their ground against
their besiegers, and would be able to keep the
Utes at bay until Merritt’a resetting comma
should arrive.
after the courier left

Terrible Accident at Adrian, Mich.
AMieartrendingaccident occurredon the Lenawee Fair Grounds, at Adrian, Mick , on the after- %
noon of Thursday, Oct. 2. The grounds were
a perfect jam, and thegrand stand, newly erected, was packed with people to witness the exercises on the track. A class of gentlemen'sdriving horses, doable teams, had just been sent
around the track, and the baud, occupying the
front and center of the grand stand, had jnst
begun to play, while the judges were affixing
premtum-nbbons,
when, with a terrible crash,
the stand broke down. It gave way first in the
center, then the front fell outward to the track,
and the back fell into the river. At once ensued a scene of Indescribable confusion.
Buggies were overturned, horses daahed
frantically up the track only to moet a
crowd of people flocking to the scene of the disaster. Thoee who were only slightly injured
came era wlingout of the mass of ruins, showing
numerouscontusions, and then liegan the work
of dragging from the debris those who were
more severely injured. There were in the
neighborhood of 2,000 people on the grand
stand, and a largo crowd were in the space beneath. Six people were taken out dead,
and about 100 others were fatally or
seriously wounded. As soon as possiblethe
Opera House was opened, and many of the dead
and wounded taken there. Many of the
wounded were carried off by their frantic
friends as soon aa they could, and until nightfall carriages containing injured men, women
and children were noted passing out into the
country.
The excitementin the city immediately succeedingthe accident was indescribable.Parents were frantically looking for their children
and children looking for their parents ; women
went into hysterics, and strong men cried on the
streets as they heard the terrible news. Many
of the in juied are among the beat citizens of
Adrian.
Adrian, Mick, Oct
It is

3.

hardly possibleyet to appreciatefully

tho extent of the appallingcalamity which has
fallen on this city and county. The shadow of
suffering and death resting on so many homes
involves the whole community,'and nothing is
talked of but the calamityami its victims.1 he
scene in the fair grounds, when tho grand
stand went crashing to the ground, with its
burden of men, women, and children, was one
never to be forgetten. Every heart stood still
for a moment, and then scores of men rushed
to release those lying under the heavy roof and
timbers. Nothing that could be done to relieve
the wants of the sufferingwas left undone.
The wounded were carried away, aud medical
attendancesecured as quicklyas possible.The
physiciansof the city, ami those present from
other parts of the country,laboredlike giants.
Men and women vied in renderingaid wherever
it was needed. Dry-goods stores gave, without
stint, of the materialnecessaryfor bandages,
while drug-storesfor hours resembled a fieldhospital in a general engagement, many of the
minor wounded flocking thitherfor attention.
Tho city is in mourning to-day; crape and
other insigniaof sorrow are displayed from
offices, public buildings ami every business
honso. This morning nearly all the stores
were closed, out of respect to the memory of
those who perishedin Uie disaster.
Street rumors place the uumner of dead at
from fifteen to twenty, but careful inquiry
among physicians,undertakers and friends
would provathe following to he a correct state-

ment:
J. F. Morick, a Gorman, resident of the Second Ward, 55 years old; died a few minutes |
after coming out of the
\
Mrs. John Hubbard,Jasper; breathed hut &r
few times after being taken out.

ruins.

y 12 years of age.
John Johnson. German, whose home is at Attica, Ohio, and who worked for a Dover farmer
named Clemereon.
Ashael Henderson, 70 rears of age; Plum
river, Jo Daviess county,111.
Christy Eagen, Manchester; 12 years of age,
died during the night
Henry Hart died at 5 o’clock this morning.
A boy named Willie Hall is reporteddead, but
not authenticated.
It It Hume, Medina; punctured through the
lungs, died at the Central House.
Irving Poinere, living in the adjoining town
of Madison; died at half-past 3 to-day.
Renben Ferguson, of Rome; aged 40, died
this afternoon.

The number of wounded who have received
medical treatment foots up this evening
to 234, taking no account of the minor
injuries,and those taken to their homes
in the country. Over one-half are fractures and dislocationsof limbs, and it
will not be a matter of surpriseif the percentage of deaths should be doubledinside of fortyeight honra. Thirteenout of sixteen members
of the baud are badly hurt, and their instruments, bought July 4, are irreparablywrecked.
Public attention*is now fixed upon the inquest, and the people intend that tne responsibility for building snch a death-trap shall ba

properlylocated c

,

.

A

a

percent.

of

of

Maj. Thornburgh,

who commanded

the ill-fated expedition against the Indians,

par value of its stock being 910,008,000.
and who met his death in the Milk river
Ibis .mine i« located in Frisco, in South-:
era Utah, and was purchased by the massacre,served as a private in the late.war of
the Rebellion.He entered West Point from
recent owners, three years ago, for 925.U00.
.
A mob, coming in carriages, on horseback and Tennessee,in which State he waa bora, July 1,
on foot, entered Janesville, Wia., one night last 1843, and was graduated and made Second
week, with the intentionof lynching Baum- Lieutenant in the Second artillery,June 17,,
.
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THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
IIikvkk............................
9*> 93 $10 l>0
Hoe* .............................
3 70 (g. 4 h'
Cones ............................1014(0
Itoua— Superfine.................
... 5 10 (0 5 Mi
Wheat -No. 2 .....................
1 2s (0 1 i74,
Coax — Western Mixed .............
... 65
66
Oat*— Mixed ..........
10 »»
Rir. -Western.........
... 81 (0
Pork — Met* ..........
id 9 75
Lard ..............................
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CHICAGO.
Bexvrb- Choice Grided Steer*., ... 4 50 # 5 (K)
Cows md Heifers ..... ... 2 10 (0 3 25
Medium to Fair .......
(0 4 00
Hogb ..........................
# 3 90
Winter Ex.;...
. «
6 00 <0 6 50
Good to Choice Spring Ex.
Ex. 5 00 (0 6 60
Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............
... 1 10 (0 1 11
No. 8 Spring .............
(0 1 05
Coax— No. 2 .......................
... - 38 (0 39
Pats— No. 2 ..............
(0 **
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(0 «5
Barley -No. 2 ..........
... 75 (0 76
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... 24 (0 *6
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#10 50
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MILWAUKEE.
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break, and aettieraand prospectors for many
miles around are hurriedly returningto the
towns 00 the Union Pacific railroad. report
Debt lees cash in tfcfctreasury Oct.l, *79.99,097^19,453
been received at Los Pinos, Col. that
Decrease during J&epteinber...........9,568,759
Decrease since Jone 80. 1*79
f *08 Apnt MeekeT and aU the emoloysa at White
River Agency have been 'killed ; 'that another
Interest dne aad^nnpLd^*1^^*- •
4,189^ fight baaf taken place in which ali the officersin
Debt on Which Interest has ceased.
99.674,720 command ware killed,and the troopa surInterest thereon ..............
1.85^,799
rounded at a point where no water is to be
garten, the murderer of little Bandy White, but 1867. He was a brave and efficientofficer.
Gold and ailver certificates .......... 19,139,760
had, and their trains captured. Chief Ouray,
the Sheriff,having been apprised of their combase-ball championship of the United 8 tales notes held for redemphead of the Ute nation, hu sent to the hostiles
ing, had sent Banmgarten out of town for
tion of certlflcatMof deposit ...... 81,915,000
safety. After aeaurmg themselves that the United States, which has been held almost un- Cash balanceavailableOct. 1, 1*79.
149,2*7,830 at White river an order commanding them to
cease their war on the whites, bat he hu Utils
murderer was not there the mob departed.
interruptedly by the Boston Club for the past
Total ...................
........... 9 »4,778,679 faith in the reault of this attempt to exerdae hit
Gen. Grant, after spending a week eight seasons, is this year transferred to ProvAMKTS.
authority and influence, for he hu given notice
idence. R.
There were eight conteeting Cash in treasuryAVAILABLK
.....................
9 934,778,670 to the whites that hs is powerless to stay the
of quiet and repose in the romantic and delight,
dabe in the arena. The Providenceclnb won
tide of war, and they most depend on their own
ful valley of the Yosemlte, returned to Ban 55 garnet, Boston 49, Chicago 45, Buffalo 44, Bonds issued to the Pacific Railroad
resources for protection.
Francisco on the 7th inet, and waa thence Cincinnati 38, Cleveland 34, Troy 19 and 8yraCompanies,interest payable in lawdriven to Belmont, the palatial residence of cuselS.
ful money—
Dispatches from the West to the 7th inst
Benatir Sharon, where a grand reception waa
Principaloutstanding ................64,628.511
A woman named Busan Kennedy has Interestaccrued and not yet paid
969,859 state that, although nothing definite was known
given in his honor.
Interestpaid by the United States.
43,719,450 regardingthe podtion of affairs at Milk river,
Chicago elevators contain 3,054,621 been convicted of murder at Montreal,Canada, Interest repaid by the transportation
it
generally believed that Capt
and sentenced to be hanged Dec. 5.... The
of malls, etc ........................
19,848,480 Payne’s
safe.
telebushels of wheat, 8,478,110bushels of com, Canard eteamer Canada, which arrived at New
Balance of interestpaid by the United
Crook,
Rawlins,
004,522 bushels of oats, 84,402 bushel* of rye, York last week, had on board a precious shipKates .............................. 80, £63,068 itfttei that oa the 2d ol October,three

Chicago to Eastern parties, for 95,000,000, the
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Wheat— 4mber Michigan

.........1 21
No. 2 Red ..............
1 21)4# 1 92)4
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DE DROIT.
Flour— Choice ....................
5 50

Wheat— No.

#
&

#675

White ..............1 21 <0 1 34
No. 1 Amber .............1 17 # 1 is
Corh— No. 1 ....................... 45
46
Oatr— Mixed ...................... 80
31
Barley (percental) ...............1 15 «'l
Pore— Meaa .......................
10 50 #10 75
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
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5 00
25
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4 10 # 4 90
Common .................3 30 # 4 00
8 45 # 4 10
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Amid
J

CITY,

a total increasein the
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MICHIGAN.

and

which Nihilism has given rise,
while political prisoners are "being

condemned to

exile in Siberia

thousand, the Cza* of all

t)ie

by the
Ruiaias

with the English
ship-buildersfor a pleasure yacht to

finds time to contract

:

:

**

Gen. Walkeb, Superintendentof
the opinion that the
census of next year will be very much
better than it ever has been. In the
the Census, is of

present report there1 are very many inaccuracies, • notably in agricultureand

manufactures. Only 15 per cent, of

1 1
^™ 8h^rf^^m®t

'

again:

in St. Louis overtaken and arrested the next day, was pictured and placed in books. In
Bend. When in- the Roman Churcn— and, after the division, in the ProtestantChurch— all
rom San Antonio, Texas, to Lerado, on fcerrogated as to his motive in committhought and all learning, from that of
the Mexican border, and from thence to ting the bloody double murder, De Barr the child in the nursery to the Judge
the City of Mexico. They expect that could give no reason, anff did not at- on the bench and the King on the
Eastern and foreign moneyed men will tempt to give any. He simply said that throne, were mingled with these creatures of a fancy that had never known
supply all the means necessary for the he did it because “he felt like it.” That
bridle since the world was made. But
work, and neither Governmentwill be he was not in a healthy, normal condi- after Humboldt and Miller, and Lyell
asked to bear any of the burden of con- tion at the time everybody who is ac- and Herschel, and a large host of lead- eloquent the hymn
struction. It will be an extension of quainted with the circumstances now ing intellectsbegan to learn and deal in
Thy way, not mine, O God,
facts, and the world saw how useful and
However dark It be;
the St. Louis, Don Mountain and freely admits. But that did not deter
capitalists

f

,

a

mob from taking him

The

artesian well at Grass

Lake has

attained a depth of sixty feet

Jackson convictsare to make 20,000
dozen hay-forksfor England.
W. J. MoNTAqrK, of Green township,
Mecosta cotftl^rhiirwflM 387 deer.

,

A Tuscola county man has his great, “bunT-spun, coat, 120

grandfather's
years old.

Tb? Mount Clemens baths purged the
rheumatismou} pf Congre^nmn Frank

Ohio. '
The Michigan Baptist

Hurd, of

held

its filty-flWt

Romeo

last

Association

annujd meeting at

,

wetek. ' *

The numbtet

of Childrenin Ionia en-

w

titled to school privileges is 100

than ilwashtst year. ’

more

•

Thirty-one men and twenty-eight
hounds have gone from Battle Creek to
Roscommon to hunt deer,
„
Edwin LeVanway, a convict from
Antrim county, sent for one year for
j,

assault, has died in the Bta^e prison.
,

The Methodists will formally ask the
State to stop making Sunday encampIn such sublime statements alone can
ments of State troops occasionsfor big
the modern heart find peace; and as we picnics.
stand by the grave and know not with
There have been about 1,000 conwhat body the dead shall rise, so we
versionsin the Methodist churches of
stand in this border of the universe, and
the Michigan Conferenceduring the
know not in what form or quality the
past year.
Being of God comes or goes around our
J. P. Beers, one of the first settlers
homes and in our hearts. • A less rash
of
Stanton, and at one time Register of
philosophy has come, and if it has deDeeds
of Montcalm county» died not
stroyed some images of ideas it has to
/
the religious made more touching and long

are preparingto construct a railroad ! and returned to West

Southern railroad, or, more properly, of

Caro is suffering from diphtheriain
a virulent form.

,

/,
some of the industrieswere given. It ence. Finding no one at home except- angels or imps. The earth was the And
Thy throne is darkneaa in the abyaa of light,
center
of
the
universe.
Houses
were
A blaze of glory that defeat* the eight:
is the purpose this year to have the ing the wife and a young boy, his “spell”
haunted. Graveyards were fearful O, teach me to believeThee thus concealed,
came
on,
and
he
cruelly
murdered
them
work complete.
And search no further than Thyself revealed.
places at night. The devil was a roarboth. He made his escape, but was ing lion or a cloven-footedbeast. God
A party of

MfCHIGiN NEWS.

value of

such securities of $446,912,405. This

tfie panic in official circles, to

cost £2BA'OO0.f

SABBATH READING.
wanderings. When we once felt that
Farther Thoughts from Prof. Swing on we knew all about our Heavenly Father, did we not find continual pain and
“Itallglon Vi. Science.”
enormous rise, chiefly in the value of
defeat in our efforts to harmonize all
v Aside from bringing new affirmations
virtually decayed securities,has doubtthings and this religiousconception?
and hypotheses,science has brought to
less been produced through a combinaNot a child could suffer or die, not a
bear upon religion an influence,not of
perplexing
event come, not a dark cloud
tion of idle capital thrown by the pai^ic new facts, but of a new form of thought.
could arise without our arraigning the
After the modern mind began -to study
out of mote legitimat©nse. '
great God to lean what was His.intenfacts, began to report facts from the
tion, wherein lay Hisldve, We all ventand fields, and the sea, and the
fl earth,
T***"*1* SgS
ured a littlq,top near ,the throne. It
™OT1OTiiw]Iieavens,^y
degrees there sprung up a
seems to mp -we should all be glad that
little “Sandy” White, near Janesville, new method of thought, a positiveness
a more severe form of thoughpiaa come
Wis., bythe alleged simpleton Baum- of 'style; and it soon reached the whole
not to makte us atheists,, but to enable
public, and the theologian and the
garten, recalls a similar case that ocus to bow in wonder knd .submission.
tmnke*,,in law orpoli$ips,
curred in Washington couhty, in the said, “ Let us all quit fancy and have Our God, instead of disappearing,only
same State, about twenty-fiveyears ago. facts.” Not science, but this new form redoubles His greatness. >•” In such a
presence we seem lifted above the
ThAchielf' actor in that terribM tragedy of thought, came to question the stories
atoms of thought and inquiry, and if eel
was David De Barr, tfh6,' like Baum- of the Bible, and to question the old deeply that in the empire of such a
ideas about heaven and hell' and the
King all will be well. We fling awpy
garten, was regarded as a, harmless,inideas of the deity. : Christianityhad
offensive person of a decidedly low in- been loaded down with the creations of the information we once thought we
possessed,and say with the religious
tellectual development. One morning the imagination.It had been a collecDrydenr
De Barr visited the house of a fan&er tion of ouriositied of form and place
Where’er we ere He la; the eternalMind
and event. Dante andMilthh, although
Acta throuRh all places,is to none ccmitucd;
for whom he had formerly worked, and
Fills ocean, earth, and air, and all above,
poets, were not much more dreamy than
And through the universal wans doth move.
with whom he had no cause of differ- was the church. The air was full of
making

beautiful th.ey were, then the multitude

out of the

hands began

:

Le»d me by Thine own hand,
Choose out the path for me.

'

since.

,

,

Gov. Croswkll has appointed exGov. Bagley, T. S. Applegate and Townsend North Commissioners to locate the
new Asylum for the Blind.

to say; “ Let us seek facts in reAndrew Juan, a teamster in a lumligion.” Away with dreams.
If former times knew the mind of
ber camp near Cadillac, was fatally inThus the positive school in material God to any great degree, if they felt
which is indirectly managed by the through the streets of the village by a
jured recently. He was crushed bethings
has affected religion,not by find- that they knew the destiny of each man
rope attached to his legs— a butcher’s
ormer company.
tween a tree and his wagon.
ing some new origin of man or by find- and each child, and the measurement
dog worrying the poor wretch as he lay
Hon. George H. Jerome, who has
ing an escape from a God, but by mak- of the joy or agony of that lot, that
It is claimed that by the late treaty half dead and helpless— hanging him to
ing popular and powerful a new form of feeling has perished with those who been Superintendent of the State Fishwith the Hawaiian islands the United a tree, where the body was sufferedto public study and public knowledge. knew it. Our bosoms are all strangers eries since its organization,hu ended
States loses $1,000,000 of revenue an- remain over night. The mental condi- Men who once loved and believed mar- to it. We give the earth back to God his official duties in that capacity.
Mb. Alex. Murray, of West Leroy,
nually. Sugar-cane, and probably tion of both De Barr and Baumgarten velous stories now say, “We have lost to be governed, and at last punished,
our fancy, we are no longer children, and rewarded. We bow in more ignor- couldn't get one of his boots on, the
sugar, is carried to the islands from furnishes an interesting study for others
we have learned to love facts." We ad- ance, but also in more adoration.
other day. After emptying a rattleother countries and the product re- besides lawyers, Judges and juries.
mire Milton, and Dante, and Spenser,
In the circumstances as they are seen snake out of it, it went on easy enough.
shipped to the United States. But, on
but we do not want them to compose by my eyes, I would not dare to be such
The estate of the late John Rayner,
for us confessions of faith. We shall
the other hand, the treaty has been a
a pessimist as to hope no good Dorn to- of Mason, is the largest ever admitted
Some Eras of Speculation.
put our poets in one group, our think- day or to-morrow, and to say, with some, to probate in Ingham county. It foots
bonanza to the islands. It has reconThe year 1823 witnessed the com- ers in another.
religious faith is all going or gone. Nor, np on a moderate appraisal at $255,954.
structed its land, provision and labor mencement of a speculationwhich culWe must not, therefore,feel that all on the other hand, dare we be so buoyThe second annnal reunion of the
markets; sugar and rice lands have minated in a crisis such as had not been of the disturbance of the air in the
ant and hopeful as to act as though no old soldiers and sailors of Mecosta
been doubled in value; the average ad- known since the South sea bubble. By sanctuary has come from Darwin and great crisis had come in the affairs of
county was held in Big Rapids last
1824 foreign loans to the nominal Huxley, and that school; very much of Christianity. It is most probable that
vance in real estate has been 33 per
week. Upward of 200 veterans were
amount of more than £34,000,000 had it has come from science, only so far as times of peril are here. The good of
in the line of march.
cent, in three years.
been issued in this country. In 1825 it turned the human race away from the
earth is always in jeopardy,and, perA movement is now on foot for the
began the inevitable collapse.Chili love of mere pictures to the study of haps, is in peril now beyond the ordiThe Chinese question has cropped and Brazil led the way with failures plain truth, so far as attainable. Strictly nary quantity of moral vicissitude.Be building of a narrow-gauge railroad
from Lexington, Sanilac county, to conout in Oregon. A law of that State more or less redeemed in later years. speaking the materialistshave only this as it may, we are bound to act as
Peru the pennilessand Paraguay are to modified the modern popular belief though a great crisis were approaching nect with the Port Huron and Northprohibits the employment of Chinese
western narrow-gauge road at CroswelL
be found side by side, as in the records about the time when our earth began its
oar altars. If it be true that the posilaborers by corporations.Judge Deady, of 1875. Poyais, an independent state large circle, and about the details of
The lumber shipments from the Sagtivists are leading hnmanity to atheism,
in a test case, decided it unconsti- of Honduras, borrowed £100,000 on the creation. So far as men have been the actuality of such a leading will not inaw river, from the opening of navigatutional.He founds his decision on the personal security of Gregor MacGregor, made atheists by science they have been be manifest ip our passing day. A tion to Got. 1, were 488,688,948feet, an
the cacique of the country,and proved made such without much good, logical
Christian civilisationcannot become excess over the shipments for the same
clause of the Chinese Burlingametreaty,
a worthy precursor of its present repre- cause. Evolution if proven would not
time last year of 88,000,000 feet. The
which concedes the right of people of sentative by failing to provide the in- involve atheism, and, what is more to godless so suddenly. The bad seeds shingle shipments exceed those of the
sown now will not blossom in onr right.
both countriesto visit or live in either terest on a single coupon. Its scrip, the point, it has not yet been proven
What the science of to-day is doing same time last year 48, 0C0,000.
for the purpose “of curiosity or trade." adorned with all the high-flown titles The only new sentiment which this pos- will be seen only in the next generaGeorge H. Tryob, of Littlefield
of its author, long served the turn of itive school may logically claim to have
tion. The persons upon whom its ill township, Emmet county, while trying
The anti-Chinese make the claim that
petty jobbers, and may even now oc- created is the deep conviction that we do
to extract a ball from a rifle accidentally
the employment of Chinese by a corpo- casionally be found reserved as a curi- not know anything about the form will begin to fall are now in the cradle
or are just lisping their first words. discharged the gun and shot himself
ration cannot be classed as “ trade.” It osity of the time. Along with these or nature of Ged. But we should
The full results of evolution and ma- through the heart, producing instant
will be remembered that the new consti- ventures from the New World just not have waited for such a teacher terialism will come after the moral- death. He leaves a wife and family.
starting into existence came appeals to come from the outside of our
tution of California contains a similar
ists now living shall have been
The Baxonia colony, which was esfrom countrieshaving a claim upon the temples. We should not have lingered
called from tins world. The case tablished in the woods back of Forestprovision. Very naturally the Oregon
patriotic or the sentimentalinterest of so long amid the puerilities of faith,
is peculiar. When the evidence of the ville, Sanilac county, six yean ago, held
decision is unfavorably commented the English nation. Spain and Portu- and have committed to writing so much
evil shall have come, it will be too late its annual celebration a short time
upon by the anti-Chineseof that State. gal contractedobligations for which about the Almighty. It has permitted
to prevent it, to make an abatement. since. These people have made a gar
they are wholly or partiallyin default at the mind to ponder over many things
As the sailor dares not wait until the den of the wilderness,and are a hapthis day. Greece drew from the pock- within its own depths, but that same
storm bursts in its fury, but must listen py, prosperous community.
young hoodlum
veritable
ets of sympathizingbondholdersthe mind should be slow about printingall
printer’s devil— employed in a job- loans of £2,000,000, the interest on its thoughts as being so much final for sighing winds, and must mark the
Thebe will be held at Big Rapids, on
long lance-like clouds shooting up from
Wednesday, Nov. 5, a competitive exprinting establishment in Chicago, be- which has been suspended now for fifty truth from heaven. We ought not to
north or west, and must begin to reduce
amination of applicants residing in the
came a creditor of his employer to the years. The speculation of the period have rushed into print so hastily with his canvas, while as yet the sea is laughNinth Congressional District who may
seems to have been insatiable. The our platform about the ways of Godjto
ing in the sunshine, so most the Chrisamount of $2. He had demanded his
desire the appointmentas cadet to the
political fate of nations hung in the bal- men. Our fathers, Roman and Protestmoney on several occasions,but had ance of the stock markets. The opera- ant, presumed upon too intimate an ac- tian and the friends of Christianity and United States Military Academy at
of all religion decline to wait for a
West Point.
been put off with promises:. Finally he tions of Mr. Rothschild and the London quaintance with the Maker of the unistorm to burst, but they must mark the
A 3-ykar-old son 6t William Drake,
made up his mind to “get even,” at any financiers,it is said, created an excite- verse, and, in their intercoursewith us fitful gusts of wind that come up from
ment scarcely inferior to the march of common people, they said more than
near
Laingsburg,was caught by the
compass
points
accustomed
to
blow
ill
rate, and accordingly entered the comarmies The troops themselves,as Syd- their relations and informationwarranttumbling- rod of a thrashing-machine
position-room of the establishment at ney Smith wittily remarked, advanced ed. The bad effects of that old famil- to the precious ships upon the sea; or
last week and instantly killed. The
as the. cottage mother in the hills of
night, dumped all the type from the to the cry of “scrip and omnium,” “re- iarity are now seen. They had not been
Scotland often in winter grows uneasy body was dismembered and so mangled
various cases in a heap on the floor, duced, and 3-per-cents.” Following in near the throne. They had met with because her precious ones are across the that it had to be carried home in a handthe wake of foreign loans and politicoshaddow and thought it a substance.
and then poured five or six pounds of
moor and night is falling around the basket.
financial speculationscame the more All the old theological leaders were like
Men for the lumber woods are not
hearth and the air is full of sudden wind
printing ink upon the whole and stinted
usual devices of the ingeniouspromoter. the Cardinal de Rohan, who was under
quite as plentv in Saginaw as usual in
and snow. It may be, there will not be
it up. He then started the press going, Foreign mines with a nominal capital the long and sweet impression that he
the fall, which is evidence of an ima great overwhelming tempest; but then
and, by inserting an Don wrench be- of more than £24,000,000, more than was being bowed to and in all romantic she goes again and again to the door proved condition of the labor markettween the cogs, succeeded in damaging 600 industrial companies calculatedat ways saluted in the parks of Versailles and longs to see the children once again wages offered range from $17 to $25
nearly £400,000,000, stimulated the ap- by the beautiful Marie Antoinette.
beneath her roof. All friends of re- per month.
the machine to the extent of $25. He
petites of the small investor. As on What a diamond necklace he at last
Alexander O'Donnell, unmarried,
ligion must be thus far distrustful of
took what paper there was in the room, all such occasions, charity and self-help, bought foa the royal friend 1 In the
the future, far enough to make them aged 25, a deck hand on the steamer
scattered it about the floor, and then profit and philanthropy, went hand in meantime the illustrious and spotless
hasten to group the young hearts all City of Grand Rapids, was instantly
walked all over it with his dirty boots. hand. The same touching sympathy woman was in her najace, and had no near the altars, that they may be secure killed,a few days ago, while the steamer
with the poor which produced the part in the drama of love and necklaces
should it be that a tempest is slowly was backing from her dock at Petoskey.
The old man who owns the place has
charitable corporationof 1733 produced of poor Rohan. Our theologicaldrama
coming to sweep over the once-happy He put his nead out of a port-hole, and
commenced criminal proceedings the Equitable Loan Company of 1825,
met with much such a denouement.
it was struck by a pile, crushing it into
fields of faith.
against his employe.
and has since been the faithful parent The Cardinals had met the King of
a shapelessmass.
of more doubtful childrenin the shape Kings at Trent and Do rt, and Geneva
Following is a statementof receipts
An
Egg
Hatched
In
a
Man’s
Pocket.
of companies for workmen's dwellings and Westminster,and had received,
No interest in the country was so
and
disbursements at the State TreasA week or two since one of the suand otheg philanthropicobjects. De- messages and commands, and 16 f the
badly crippled through the depression signed to relieve the industriouspoor Being with whom they held such com- perintendents of the hands engaged at urer’s office for the fiscal year ending
Sept 80, 1879:, Balance on hand Sept.
caused by the panic of 73 as the rail- from the usurious exactions of the munion was not a^ all the Almighty pjor the Rock ' quarry, about three miles
80, 1878, $400,340.35; receipts for the
road. Nor does it yet appear to be pawn-broker,and at the same time the Savior. A false, figure had come from Rooky Point, in Pender county, fiscal year, $2,225,812.77; total, $2,626,promising to its shareholdersa dividend and played a dreadful part in the robes found the egg of a terrapin concealed
quite out of the woods. During the
beneath a fragment of rook; He se- 153.12- Disbursementsfor the fiscal
of 40 per cent., the Equitable Lpgsi of the true Deity. #
year, $2,019,885.59;Balance on hand
past three years 132 railroads, covering Company was one merely of the many
I am unable to perceive that the pre- cured the egg and handed it to , Mr.
Sept. 80, 1879, $606,297.58. The sinknearly 17,000 miles, and representingan schemes' by which the unwary were vailing forms of research should do Thomas Williams, chief superintending fund is more than sufficientto meet
invested capital of $728,463,000,have lured to their destruction. Nor was more Ulan deeply impress upon, us the ent, for examination.Mr. Williams, the bonded indebtedness of the State,
the specfeifcitiOQconfined to the Stock truth that we are wholly unable to de- being busy at the time, put the egg in
been sold under foreclosure. A still
which is $913,150.
Exchange and its surroundings.Gam- fine the Heavenly Father ; and that we his pocket until ho could spare time
larger number had been sold in previ- bling in produce 'wis another' sign of
should seek repose of mind and heart to constitute himself an “investigating
Advisee In the Price *01 Paper*
ous years. But still, in face of such the same spirit. The markets were in the words “infinite,”“incomprehensi- committee ” on the subject of terrapin The manufacturers of printing paper have
ble,” and their lofty parallels.But, in- eggs. Being tfau* pigeon-holed,ini acfacts as the above, we have an unprece- glutted, the warehouses filled, specu
determined upon an important increasein the
lative purchases .were made aa if prices stead of leading to atheism, this severi- cordance with general principles, the
price of that article. At a meeting held in Chidented upward bound in the stocks of
must always be on the rise, and by the ty aikd ignorance which maA the posi- matter was forgotten until after the
cago, on the 2d inat, attended bj repreeentaall railway and other companies, while end of 1825 the ruin and consternation tive method should dfffy briflg us up^ to
tivee of all the leading milla of tye Northwest,
the greatest advance has generally been were wide-spread. As usual, upon the tne language of our own Book — “Who
the price of all-rag print paper was fixed at 7
in the non-paying class of such securi- Stock Exchange was concentrated the oy searching can find out God?” and to
centa per pound, and of wood and straw print
carried
tnere,
when
he
discovered,
n6t
wrath of those who had speculatedand Paul’s words, “The King eternal,and
paper at 6!^ cents per pound, in car-load lots.
ties. Thus, comparing the prices in
loei.—Blackwaod'n
Magazine. *
immortal, and invisible.”And for my a terrapin egg, but a terrapin alive and Another advance ia contemplated on the 1st of
December. This advance in price is occasioned
New York for September, 1878, with
own part I come willingly. It is far kicking. Whether Mr. williams feels bf an increase in the demand for paper and a
those for September, 1879, we find the
In New Jersey it is proposed to sell better to realize that we cannot meas- any very strong maternal regard toward acardty of rags, the price of the latter article
increase in the value of stocks is $215,- off 1,230,000 acres of wild land, at the ure the Creator than to be making our- the terrapin or not we are not prepared haring advanced from tl.75 to 12.25 per cwt
ton (Ar. C.) Review. within the pact thirty days.
selves unhappy by vain debates and to state.—
606,505, and in bonds $231,305,900, same price of land out West.
the Internationaland Great Northern, of the Sheriff, and, after dragging

A

-a

,

him

r -

-

.

v

.

to Intrench himself where he was, and

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

then proceededon his way, Teaching Rawlins at 2 o'clock, a. m.,

Saturday, Oot. 11. 1879.

on Tuesday, Sep-

tember 30, having ridden 165 miles

FALL AND WINTER OPENING.

in

twenty-eight hours, without resting. Im-

mediately on bis arrival, his dispatches

For t*t UollMHd (Mr Ntw.

were flashed over the wires to every mili-

THB INDIAN WAB.

tary post in the department,and by day-

Cm,

Laramik

Oct,

8,

1878.

break on Tuesday morning troops were
Mr. Editor: A* a glimpse of matters in moving to the rescue. Wednesday,at
this section may be of interest to your 10:80 a. m., Gen. Merritt left Rawlins with

A

large number of

DRESS SILKS HOSIERY
and

of every description;

and

La-

Rubber BOOTS, PANTS, CAPS,

HOODS, corded

and everything else in the rubber
Velvet, Buttons, Nubias, Umbrelline.
Fall
and
wiflter
DRESS
GOODS.
530 men, cavalry and infantry, moving at
las,
etc.
has been done for
The latest styles and patterns.
the utmost speed, in the hope of reaching
Endless variety of HORSE BLANKwe ire again in the midst of another Indian Payne’s and Price’s commands before they
Real novelties.
Stock of PRINTS and GINGHAMS,
ETS.
war, it will be necessary to go back Into are obliged to surrender, as they cannot
large variety of ready made
of the latest styles.
the past and review a few inddeota that hold out more than five days at the longA full line of choice FAMILY GROCLOAKS, of different prices.
occurred something like two months since. est, which would be Saturday, Oct. 4.
In
our
BOOT
and
SHOE
DepartCERIES, including the best Japan
A complete stock CLOAKING, and
About the first of July last, there was some
ment,
we
have
a
complete
line,
Tea for 50 cents.
Hunting parties are coming in out of
a large variety of Trimmings.
excitement in regard to the discovery of harm’s way as rapidly as possible. By
piled up in boxes, and lack room to
Numbers of SHAWLS, of all prices,
carbonates in the North Park, and a num- the way, Assistant Postmaster General
• display it. Call for real bargains. All grades of SUGARS, as cheap as
and SKIRTS of different styles,
anywhere else, and hundreds of
in different shades

dies’

colors.

Misses’

of what
the past two weeks. As

readers, I will give you a sketch

A

ber of prospectorsput a small amount of Tyner, with Col. J. O. P. Burnside, Gov.
hard tack and bacon in their pockets, J. W. Hoyt, of Wyoming, and others,
shouldered a pick and shovel and wended were out on a hunting expedition when

way

their

to the mines, where

some

re-

the trouble began, and through the

UNDERWEAR,

Ladies’ and Misses’

Ready Made CLOTlflNG— the largest and most complete stock ever

of different prices. Babies’ Bootes,

other necessary,useful and ornamental articles,too numerous to
mention.

brought to Holland.

etc., etc.

dili-

mained and a much larger some did

not. gent efforts of some of our citizensin sendAnyway, enough stayed in the park to ex- ing messengers to them to warn them of
cite the ire of the gentle Ute, who came their danger, we were pleased to see them
into the Park and advised the miners to drive into town at noon to-day.

quit work and leave the Park, but as
of

them hud what

Ranchmen
Park

called out here "sand,”

is

they did not leave much,
to

some

give the Indians

burn

Lime, Stucco, Lath, Shingles,

for if the

Salt (by the pound or barrel) always on hand.

ALSO, STOVE WOOD.

Indians should break up Into small parties,

a “ stand-off.” 80, in

they would overrun all that country.

order to get them out, the Indians proceeded to

to safer localities,

are so crowded that we desire our customers to ask for goods if fhey don’t see them.

Wheat, Corn, Oats, Potatoes Butter and Eqgs taken in exchange for goods.

are driving their cattle out

of the

and concluded

We

supposed that Agent
Meeker, with his wife and daughter, and
It is generally

the timber and grass and

Call and look over the Store, and you will be pleased to acknowledge the completenessof our Stock.

JgJ

commit petty depredations. While at the

all the employees about the Agency, have
Agency on White River, they were making been murdered and the agency buildings
things red-hot for Father Meeker, and ocburned, and that all the settlers on Snake
casionally killing a miner or ranchman,
and Bear Rivers have been murdered or

brought about the present state of affairs.

e. J. H-A-iRiRiiisrGTonsr.
H

driven out.

About the first of September last an assault
was made on Agent Meeker, and he was

O L L

A. 2sT

D, UUCICHI.

There ia a facetious annecdote on the
street:

supposed,of course, to come from

number of a stranger. It is, that the Governmentis
the employees about the Agency. The
very kind, and especiallykind, to the InIndians seemed to be getting tired of dian. It gives him the most approved
arming, and every effort was made by
arms, plenty of ammunition and soldiers
them to make a disturbance, which finally
for a target.
compelled Meeker to call for assistance.
More
Wynne.
pretty roughly used, as were a

anon.

After the usual delay (some three w eeks In

A

this instance),the assistance was sent him.

On

Boney Carpenter,

SUPPLY.

In the conditions
of pnymeuL of a certain Indentcre of Mort120 acres in Olive. Best land in the town.
gage, made by Bennett Harrison and Mary L. Har40
acres In Olive. Very good land and well
rison his wife, of the township of Olive, county
*
of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,to Mattalena
Menegna, of the township of Bangor,county of
80 acres near VentnraPustofflccin Holland.
Van Suren, and State of Michigan,bearingdate
the twenty-fifth day of January, A. D. eighteen 40 acres on Grand Haven road In Holland town,
hundred and seventy-eight,and’ duly recordedIn ship, a large part cleared.First rate fruit landthe office of the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
II. D. POST,
comity, State of Michigan, on page 298 of Liber 2
Holland. Mich.
of Mortgagestn said office, on the twenty-seventh
bay of May, A. D. eighteenhundred and seventy,
eight, at half past two o’clock tn the afternoon of

Prop’r.

- -

An important patent is just issued to

portation for subsistence,stores, forage,am-

munition and baggage. It became necessary to carry forage for stock, as the In-

ries, in revolutionizing their

systems.

The

at

present the most popular

OYSTER
HOUSE

the driven well has for houses aud facto-

and one
wagon trans-

prising two companies of cavalry

of infantry. He had also

This it

promisesto do for cities and towna what

PacificRoad, with a force of 150 men, com-

water-supply

patent consistsin one or

IN

more series of drivcn-wellcombinations,
a common suction pipe connecting the
Nos.
well-tops and ending iu a suction-pump,

APJV°

that day, upon which said mortgage there Is
claimed to be due at the date of tnis notice the
sum of five hundred and seventy-eight dollarsand
sixty-one
and no suit or proceedings having been instituted at law or in Equity to
recovertho debt now remaining securedby said
mortgage or any part thereof: .Yottc* ti tAerefore
AereAy yitv/i. That by virtue of the power of sale
in said mortgage contained, said mortgage will be
foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premises, on

cents

TUE CITY OF GIUND RAPIDS,

and 14 Canal Street,

2

1

situated.

had burned the grass on the line of
Opposite Sweet’s Hotel.
which, it is claimed,will furnish a libera!
march. On the 25th, the little band set
supply of water for public use. The
Monday, the Seventeenth(17th) day of
out iu good spirits on their journey of 200
working of the pump brings into the wells You will find all GAME in their season, November, A. D. Eighteen Hundred
miles. Everything went well until the
and Seventy-nine (1879)* 000 o'clock
subterraneanwater deposits, thus making
aud every effort will be made to make
2911), when they met a few Indians, among
in the afternoon, at the front door of the Ottawa
them a substitute for a reservoir and eradicounty circuit court house. In the city of Grand
whom was Chief Douglas, who advised
you feel at home, aud to minisHaven, (said court bouse being the place of holddians

Major Thornburgh not logo to the Agency,

cating local impurities. The inventionis

founded on several discoveries,resulting
back. Thornburghreplied that
from recent experiment at Holyoke, and
his orders were to go to the Agency, and
the advantages claimed are the best poshe would go there. The command then
sible fire service, and a continuous and
moved on, and the Indians were con
abundant supply of absolutely pure water
stanily increasingin numbers. As they
at a small cost. The discoveries suggestapproached a canon, through which the
ing the patent were, that continuouspump-

ter to

ing the circuit court within tne county tn which
the lands and premises described in said mortgage
j are situated),at public vendue to the highest oidj der ; the lands and premises In said mortgage
I described, being to-wit: All that certain piece or

,

your wants with

but to go

road

led, the guide advised

burgh

to lake a

road which

Major Thorn-

led over a hill,

us the canou bad a bad look, and being
very narrow, would certainly bechoeen by

kindness and alacrity.

FINE LiaUORS

. ALWAYS ON HAND.

Regular Meals only

a substitute,and

a

canon, as the guide had an-

in the

ticipated.When the Indians found that
they

would have to change their mode

of

attack, they quietly came out of the canon,
and as quietly surrounded the devout little

SOMETHING NEW.

more than an equiv*

reservoir,avoiding expensive

ambush. Accordingly,the
embankments, conduits and land damages,
troops moved over the hill, and on reach,
and all the risks incidental to enclosed
ing the top they discovered the Indians
surface waters. The iuventor, in a coming
massed

25^cts.

simple gang of the driven wells can be

made

alent for

the reds as an

CIGARS

and

ing purifies objectionable water, and that
a

article in the

Popular Science Monthly, de-

scribes at length the discovery of a

new

time the guide (Joe

D. POST, Atlornty for mid Mortqaqte.

column

from the

FORSALE.

body of Indians opened

fire, which the

cures every time, and prevents disease by

WOMEN

MAIDENS

Southern Kansas,—
Kansas.-thc
the garden of the continent.
For informationIn regtrd to ihesc lands; and how
to reach them call on or address
J. C.

POST,

Agent for Ottawa County,Mlcb

troops returned with the greatest coolness, keeping the blood pure, stomach regular,

using their dead horses us breastworks. kidneys and liver active, in the greatest
The first fire of the Indians killed Major blessing ever conferred upon man. Hop
Thornburgh, twelve enlistedmen and one

Bitters ia that

teamster, and

are being blessed by thousands who have

every

been saved and cured by it. Will you try

wounded thirty, Including
officer in the command, except one,

and he was
iu

twenty-five miles in the rear,

command

of thirty-two

wagon train. After

it,

beds of

Modoc

_
G.

and of medlitn siae. She was last seen at home,
tn thta city, on Sunday, September 28th. Any
one know ng where she is, or will give any Informationleadingto har recovery, will be liberally rewardedby the owner.
C. L. GEE.
Holland. Oct. 8,
35-tf

1879.

Has Just arrived at

F

Bleached and unbleached

C-O-T-T O-N-S,

Horse Blankets, all kinds,
Flannels of

all

Colors,

every

man

that showed his head. This

C.

Western

M

30,

- • -

Winter Dress

Office t

MMBMEET,

OHLIOAOO,

IXaIa.

FJIKSII

THEY CURE
All Diseases of the Stomach, Bowels,
Blood, Liver, Kidneys aud Urinary Organs, Nervousness, Sleeplessness,

Female Complaints and Drunkennea.
tlOOO in Gold
Will bo paid for a case they will not
cure or help, or for anything impure
or injurious found in them.
Ask your druggistfor Hup Billersand
free bunks, and try the Bitters before
you sleep. Take no other.

Hop Cough Cure and Pain Belief is
the Cheapest, Surest and best-

by

J.

O.

DOE8BURG.

Order of Publication.

Come and
O.

New

Van Patten

F.

CHARLES W. SHERMAN,

r*.

EVA

J.

to

Sons.

V

SHERMAN.

Defendant,

j

said bill and a notice of this order, and in default
(hereof that said bill he taken ns confessedby
said defendant.And It Is further order*d, that
within twenty days from the date of Ihjs order, the
complainantcause a copy of this order to be pub
lished in the Holland Citt Nkws. a newspaper
pnbll-hedand In circulation in said county ot
Otlawa, once in each week for six successive
weeks, or cause n copy of thin order to he served
personally on said defendantat least twenty days
before the time prescribedherein for her appearance.
EDWIN BAXTER, OratU Cmrt Commlttiontr,
in and for Ottawa County. Michigan-

Lowing & Canaa, SotldtomforComplainant.
Attest;0 Alfred A. Tract, RegUter In Chancny.
82-7w.

HARMS.

I v v v make more than the amount •toted
above. No one can fall to make nioney fast- Any
one can do the work. Yon can
to $2 an hour by devoting yonr
time Ui the business. H costa yon nothhigto try
Urn business. Nothing I
rtrlc?

ko

Slippers, Etc. Etc.
No. 74 Washington

street,

Grand Haven,

- •

,

<

Mich.

Maine.

’;,|f.rCeAS»OIOBOK STINSON *
Portland,

A

WEEK

In

m,

,9'1'

ynurown town, and no capi-

You can give the business a
expense The hnit opportnnoffered those willing to work. You

tal risked.
trial without

- Uy ever
sbonld try nothing etsS nnHl yon see for yourself
what yon can do at the business we offer, h o room
to explain here. You can devote all yonr time
will remain onr Specialty.
or only your spare lime to the business, and rtikko
ureal pay for every hour that you work. ilKfrmcn
Quality of work guaranteed, and repairing make as much as men. Hmd for ^ecD
terms and particulars,which we mail
dune on Abort notice.
Outfitfree. Don't complainof hard tlm*8'#htif>
run hgvesnch a chance. Address II. 11/
A.
& CO.

Custom Hade Goods

Goods.

I

Upon due proof. by affidaviton file that Ev". J.
Sherman, the defendant in thU caune. Ih r nonretiiduntofthe paid State of Michigan, and la now
a resident of another of th^ae United States,towlt, of the State of New York, and on motion of
Lowing & Cross, solicitorsfor complainant,it Is
ordered that the said defendant cause her appearance to be entered In said cause within three
months from the date ,of this order, and cause
notice thereof to be aerred on said complainant’s
solicitors, and in case of her appearance,
that she
cause her arswer to complainant’sbill of complaint. to he filed and a copy thereof served on
said complainant’ssolicitorswithin twenty days
after service on her, nr her solicitors, of a copV of

Haven and aurroundiugtowns that we have a fine
Ready Made Gooda of all descriptions,
which we offer for sale cheap. However,

Etc.

)

Complainant.

stock of

SUPPLY OF

see our

IF.

TwentiethJudicial
Circuit.In Chancery.
Suit pending in the Circuit Court for the County
of Ottawa In Chancery,at tho city of Orand Haven In faid county, on tho 18th day of September.
A. D. 1879.

hnt recentlyformed onr co-partnership,
Goods. weHaving
wUh to Inform our fellow-cltliena of Grand

GB0CERIES,
CROCKERY,
$800

We only want good farmers, who have from
affairs until 10 o'clock, ot $600, or those who have money to build sawmills. shingle mills, stave mills, furniture factories,
p. m., when three couriers were dispatched tanneries,waggon factories,etc , and for snch perto Rawlins, one of w hom reached Lieut. sons extraordinary inducements will be offered.
. Call or wrlie me a* above.
C. W. McLEAW.
Piic. t camp, to
he delivered orders | at-im

HOLMES,

BOOTS A SHOES,
at

was the state of

whom

REMEDY CO. MF CHEMISTS,
its. ST. LOUIS. MO.

Manurtetorersof and dealers tn

Hosiery, Notions, Calicoes
AND A BEBUTIFUL VARIETY OF

surrounding hills, where, being onl of

A. L.

Woolen Yarns,

and Ginghams,

after the first onset, withdrew to the

off, at their leisure,

HARRIS

obiatwd only front

A. L. Holmes A Co.

All kinds of Underwear,

completely at the mercy of the Indians,

Winchester rifles, pick

«

g

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,

where they were first attacked, being

could, with their long-rangeSharp’s and

V

g

Consisting of

NORTH CAROLINA

notoriety. As Payne’s

range of the cavalrymen's carbines, they

•

tnd 8th

completely surrounded,they were almost

who,

.

Prof. Harris Vaginal Peetllleecan be

force was compelled to entrench themselves

I*

lovxctf «iv. and ch'hiliLiing,tlmt uiir American sn.mrn
•re rapidly In-coming. “rare ot Invalid..” tiic.Pnblv of
nrmlui'liighaiUiy olhpritnr,or enjoyinglife'* plra lire*.
Prof Hnrrli' Vigfnall'a.tilie.anew departure tn mrdicine.
A tlmrnnglily common lenie treatment.Applieddirertlv
to the irntuf tire diM-.»r,and It.iperiflr
influenceexerted
•toare,prudiieinz.n Imui'ili.te.nothing.ndre.tnr.tive
effect. The .ppliwtionof the remedy I* attended with no
pain oriinpleBiantne.., end duee no. Interferewith the or
dinary piinuit. .nd p cenir.f oflife. < Ircular*irr.eiitIn
perfectlyplain envelope.,Men rely .ealedirom
ob.eiv.tlon,
• nr| reinedr put up in neat plain box.* •tthrees'cr., With
full direction » In.lde. No. 1, (enoughto laitn month,)
#8
*“ ; No
** 8, enough
ihto]aetlwoiiionth*).|8tNo.“
to Hit two month.) |8 : No B. lattli g
three montln,. ml ample for cure, exceptingIn fhmn'*
eai-ij ,10. with eacn box we .end a leinale Pyrluge
and .ome Tonic PI1Ii,m auxilierlr.totha retmily.
y-HnU (tamp for a pamphlet slvlugfiilldricrlptlMl
of Remedy, and lllaetratedby pAteeehowHf IU
application, Tblepamphletafone I; worth a hnn.
Mdred timet kecoit to anv lady In d.llrato health,
“ being a thoroughlypracth ul treatinon lliildl.eaie

“

DRY GOODS

it.

STRAYED OR STOLEN!

to be worse than the famons lava-

WINTER STOCK

„

(

Payne (wounded twice), of the
who made the best disposiA fine dark red COW, accompanied by • heifer
his force which the circumstances
calf of the >ame color, about eight years old,

would p&init. The battle occurred on
what is called Milk Creek, twenty-five
miles from the White River Agency, in a
country that ia said by those who have
seen

its proprietors

devolved on

Fifth Cavalry,

&,

or ALL KINDS Of

and the

Captain*

tion of

FALL

the death of Ma|or

command

Thornburgh, the

men

remedy, and

TIES OF ALL OTHEH BlTTKUS.

QTATK OF MICHIGAN, The

in

A simple, pure, harmless remedy, that

*

THE

KANSAS.

whole

of fours. At this signal, the

And tub FunKsr and Bist Medtcal Quali-

For gale

gist

THE GREATEST BLESSING.

left, in a

MANDRAKE,

DANDELION,

PilALClEILEDIOEmorWEITSS

office.

killing the third man

HOPS, BUCHU.

28-l«w.’
establish a CHEAP Circulating
Library. All who wish to subscribe, call and find
out about it.
H. D. POST.

a drink,)

CONTAIKH

XX'Z

springs from mountain tops and overflow-

-

(A Medicine,not

I propose to

force, by which the water is urged to the

The

HOP BITTERS,

MA'ITALENA MBNEGUA, HortqaQte.

A Cheap Circulating Library. HENRY

pump, and which causes the overflow of
ing wells.

TRUTHS.

u.d,“3g9!.V'S?

and described as follows,to-wit : The south threefourths (Xths) of the west halt of the southeast
quarterof section-eighteen (18) In town six (fl)
north of range fifteen (13) west, containingsixty
(«") acres, or so much thereof as may be necessary
to satisfythe amount due on said mortgage, with
Interest at the rate of ton per cent per year, and
the legal costs of this foreclosure together with an
attorney's fee of twenty five dollars as In said
mortgage agreed and provided.
Dated Holland, August 20th, A. D. 1879.

/"vNE-ACRF. LOT, on Land street, fronting
A/ west, between llth and !2th streets, with
of the enunciationis house, main part 10x21 feet. 14 feet high, and a
Rankin) implored the commander to open
that all bodies of water confined In the kitchen of 18x16. Mr. C. 1). Strong occupies the
premisesat present, where those wishing to purfire, and cut their way out, or they would
earth are acted upon by the resultant of chase mav apply for inspection.These premises
P of HirrU,tfter monr yinnot ru^j alurd by chuiiall be murdered, aud another Custer masswill be sold cheap; small payment down, the balIcal rei.arch and experiment,together w lh eapenmee
centrifugal and centripetal forces, which ance on time. And wflll be found on tho map as
xainctlinthc trratnientofa large number of rairi under
acre would be the result; but the officer
maintains a constant pressure more or less the sonth H of the west M of lot 8 In block A. tin earr. nai at lait 'iircetdedin compoundingan 1N> A Lreplied that his orders were not to fire unApply to L. L. STRONG, Fillmore.Mich., or at LU1LB BJtMJtDY for the Kourge to onmmun among
toward the earth’ssurface. By the intro- this
83-8 mo.
til tne Indians fired first, and he must
AM)
duction of the driven well an outlet is afobey orders; so the Indians had everything
forded, and a constant stream is guaranCALMED
in their own hands. When the troops
tied. The phenomena of the geysers and
LEUCORRHEA,
were completely environed, a huge buck
all the springs are considered due to this
Fluor Albui
stepped into the middle of the road, in resultant.—
Republican.
____ jOrWII ITftfjLv*
2,000.000.000
acres of land for sale by the Atchl
ann’ Tnnnica and Santa Fe Railroad located
ThWdiiea»e. to prevalent among h'ni.*«:«t tut TitiT*
trout of the command, and fired a pistol,

band. During this

Sale.

TAK FAULT having been made

Colonel Green of drivcn-well fame, which

proceed from Rawlings,on the Union

Farming Lands for

RESTAURANT, iJ

the 23d of September, Major Thorn-

burgh, of the Fourth Infantry, was ordered
to

NEW SOURCE OF WATER

Mortgage Sale.

METROPOLITAN

L HOLMES

Mich., March 1st,

1379.

43-tf

Portland. Maine

«rr

On

lotting.

the iuside will

• The Board of Supervisors will meet on
Monday next, aud a warm session is an-

be found the details

of the catastrophe at Adrian, Mich.

-

ticipated.

Wheat

is

up to

On Tuesday evening

$1.05, and still it is

Company No. 1 held
aud disbanded. What

booming.
It’s a poor use of the past

membniocesunfit

to let its

--

their last meeting

somewhat rainy, has been extremelyhut
for October. Lookout for a sudden

next?

present.— Dr. Holland.

Next Tuesday will be election day in change.
the States of Ohio and Iowa. The result
Ohio is looked for eagerly

n

The weather is so warm that it is feared
all the early sown winter wheat will he

The

in political

to the

Thursday

The

lost by insects.

pier light at

moved

circles.

farmers seem to have noticed the

immense stock of goods at
news Harrington’s,for the amount of teams

-

—

end

ron* and the public at large to the
extensive and magntflcetitstock of

our harbor was
elev^ed walk

dergoing repairs.

past, has again resumed his duty as night

where near the moon by

is

quite numerous.

this time.

train dispatcher at our depot of the Chi.

Mr. Samuel Ledermnn, the popular aucMessrs. John W. Hopkins and John T.

This new store will keep a full supply of the best
usd finest

Oar stock this season

«

I*

one of the largestand

&

French, English and Ger-

West Mich. Railroad.

And the

man

Novelties

there’s millions in it, for people will

A Denison (Tex ) girl’s foot was badly
at

As

wounded, resulting in lockjaw. A physi

a sure sign of increasing freightbusi-

ness on our railroads,we can mention that

our grain dealers have from forty to

fifty

dan was called, and (error at the sight of
the edged instruments produced a reac
lion,

car loads of grain awaiting the arrival o'

empty cars to ship it off. The grain await
ing shipment is mostly wheat.

On

Tuesday evening next, October ^4

at 7:30 o'clock, Rev. L.

girl

was well

before

The

anything

Monday

the attendance

at re-

We

hear

Muskegon, Mich., by a
fallingon him. His remains

were taken through this
at Graafschap,

like

his rclutivys

In all the leading new shades, at the v«rt

One

firm in Wilmington,

N.

C

,

S.

N. McNett,

P.

our present Indian troubles

and knows what he

J/

shipped to foreign markets.

is writing about.

• Miss Francis Streng, daughter of L.

On Monday of

wagons drove

over a cartridge which bad been dropped

The

in Ionia street and exploded it.

bal

window ofSteketeeA Sou’s

dry goods store and came near to the head

A mistake occurred

assistant teacher at

Graafschap,Mich.— the same place where
her

mother commenced

teaching twenty-

have

Mr. H.

latest styles lor

TO

children at the White

night.

lETEW STOCK:

lt#c upward.

BOOTS & SHOES
fust

in

Dr. Bosiois arrestedhere for swindling,
while being taken to Sheboygan county by
the sheriff ol that county,

and Satins,
MATCH DRESS GOODS.

E.

HEROLD,

Eighth Street,

Our Cloaks and Dolmans wore purchasedearly
the season, and manufacturedto onr order.
Elegant new stylo* ot Cloaks, $100 and $0.00.

Strictlyall wool Cloaks. $8.00.
ElegantDolmans, $10,00.
Also a full Hue of Part* and Berlin made Cloak*
and Dolmans at exceedingly low prices.
Also a very large iGtck of

E.

-

P. Scott, dated at

Colorado Springs, the celebrated(?) Dr. Busisio,of “Peach

Hollawi),Mich.. Sept.

Blankets, Flannels and

Mower

of the United States Engineer

town on Tuesday

Corps, were in

spectingour harbor works.

last, in-

The

works

are progressing nicely, but the harbor has

of the city authoritiesto the fact that two

were 3 infants and 2 persons over 00 years

entire planks are out of the sidewalk on

of age.

Ninth

street,

a place

between Fish and Land

this?

1

Is there

rough weather. We are told by knowing
ones that there

only eight feet of water.

is

The

1

in the

dark. How

is

AT

Professor T. R. Beck has resigned his

Millinery Store
E. F. IKIETZ

10 deep and running at five miles an hour,

would take 200 years to

it

fill,

the basin.

After being filled it would, he asserts, re-

city entitled to at

least,

Board? Can you

one

member

9—

feet

wide

to

Just

compensate for

as

General Roberts,

in

command of

the

Monday near

the

Afghan capital. The native position was

a

enemy pursued until nightfall.

The

few days,

and was cut off in the prime of her

life.

She was the oldest daughter of Mr. and

the

Mrs. H. Gezon, aod will

loss

bered in this city os a handsome, amiable,

guns captured,and

carried, twelve

to the

United States

for a perpetual Injunction to restrain

W.

British army advancing on Cabut, gained McClellan had been sick only
an importantvictory on

Geo. G. Steketee,of Grand Rapids,

McClellan, of Kimm & Harvey from using labels ou botMichigan City, were being taken to their tles in packing medicine similar to ones
final resting place, at Graafschap. Mrs. used by Steketee, who hud copy righted
remains of Mrs. S.

evaporation.

wood.

we went to press last week the court

be

well

remem

the

same.

Defendants raised the point

that the statue authorizing registration(lid
not give complainant the right

medy

to the

re-

sought; second, that the court had

nojurisdiction; third, that congress had

of the Anglo-Indian troops was eighty sweet and modest young lady, a general no power to make u law giving to any perkilled and wounded. No mention is made favorite,who will not soon be forgotten. son the rights and remedy claimed by Stein the dispacthesof Yakoob Khan, who We extend our sincere sympathy to the ketee. Judge Withey sustained these puiuts
and dismissed the bill.

must have been an interestedspectatorof berleved husband and parents.

An importingfirm in New York

city,

One of the sweetest songs we have heard having requested informationof the colthis many a day, is entitled “we shall lector of cutbms for that port as to the
Coughs, Hoarseness, Asthma or any Irri.
meet all the little ones there.” quantity of cotton seed oil exported from
ration
of the Throat or Bronchial Tubes,
New
Orleans
to
foreign
countries,
the
reWords and music by Will L. Thompson,
will
be
relieved by taking Dr. Bull’s Cough
East Liverpool, Ohio, Although all our markablediscovery was made that, during
Syrup.
It has cured thousands. Recomlittle ones are graciously spared in the ed- the past, one million eight hundred thouitorial home, we must confess to a break- sand gallons to Italy, and six hundred mend it to your friend and neighbor.Your
down in tears when trying to sing these thousand gallons to France. How much druggist keeps it. Price 25 cents.
words. The song is an

tion of comfort, surely, to

all

Tiloveb,
AND ALL KINDS Of

FANCY GOODS.

wm
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m
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inspira- of this cotton-seed oil has been returned

whose homes

have been Invaded by death. It is one of

to the

A terrible death,

United States after being doctored

and labeled “pure olive oil,” or inclosed

the few compositionswhich will live for in sardine boxes, for the preservation of

the

(Wa

1

Mwq

m

Unw

|

Counci

proceedings ol Tuesday night, we notice a
petition of Mr. E. F. Sutton to
liquor tax paid

back

have

his

to him, because he

cannot get the bondsmen required by the

The

table. Also, a petitionby the residents of

to

atreet,

between Fish and Land

sirs.,

to

iy; granted, to be done under
of the street commissioner,

from several members of
for a

map

meeting to lay

citizens the pressing need of
supply, in default of

which

to see the whole city burn
(Thursday last
of the big

fire.)

we clipped from

4m

h

ifli

k

C#,,

Manufacturersof

WOWUIH—

DOOBS, SASH,

RH

4m
•mm

uni

‘W

Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc,

TZjoasa

mm

po«

Having recently purchased tho Phornlx Planing
Mill, are now belter prepared than ever to do
all Rinds of

m*

-Md

mf

Scroll

Sawing of

all

kinds

UOnwRddT

done to order.

for a

JO 0i«3 Ittatauod pat
ipood. tqi »l dptwo* tt|
•|3*B* 4|.i||iiodptt «ta
d|*i|l*s
'otatiM |tM
-opt o| Oitiitdta «*|| pt«
iASAOOtia *I1*S|*A

*

Also Planing, Matching and Resawing.
.ailllSVd
1VNIW38,,
---acjr£—
V

TOHKKOJjYKKIJS hoi

jtion, seems to be a falsifying hoax.
Icle

Joslin&Breyman,

friend Mr. J. Kies,

is

A MONTH guaranteed.$11 a day at
homo made by the Indnatrlona.Capita!
Inot required; we wlllstenyon. Men,

a speedy cer-

v V women, hoy* and girls make money faster
work lor ns than at anythingelse. The work is
light and pleasant,aud such as anyone can go right
at. Those who are wise who seelhts notice Will
send na their addresses at once and aee for them
selves. Costly outfit and terms free. Now Is the
time. Those already at work are laying np large
sums of money. AddressTRUE A CO., Agusta,
at

Maine.

produce a cheap and safe lamp

This ing kerosene. This has

now

for burn-

been

denies the

Watchmakers | Jewelers,

fully

hole affair as utterly false, and “put up”
n the editors of the above mentioned pa-

We

Itself in case of

dealers in

don’t relish the idea of being

e, after finding

ont how «mK they had

an accident,aud
&

is also

Jewehy & Fancy

Goods.

A. Steketee.

looters airEHnnrp. .
possible that Mr. Godfrey is up
work, and cured by ao simple re-

it

and hereby wash our
whole matter. We expected, and at
medy f
wever, that the Commercial wouW be
articles,

gtpeit the mildest name) in fheir next

Ware, Watches, Clocks,

,

“Is

iQds of the

orable enough to refute their error (to

Silver

It extinguishes

non -explosive.For sale at P.

'taken in” by the careless publication of

anderoua

s large sale, known as the Harrin

& Smith Safety Lamp.

is

1

“I assure you U la true that he

entirely cured, and with nothing but

Hop
tors

Bitters,

and only

All Kinds of

Spectacles.

ten days ago bis doc-

gave him up and said he must die!”

19-ly

mm: n uiuirum

Inventors have been trying for many years
to

River A Tenth sts.
88-tv

with that fearful disease the consumption.

The American Cough Cure

and now comes ing such

who

Cor.

person to die

was corroboratedby one of Sauga- accomplishedin the safety lamp now hav-

ick’s prominent citizens,

Any one of the above articlesmade to order 4o
any size or measure on abort notice and at Grand
Rapids prices.

3HflO 1V0IQVU iSIUUVH 'JOUd

the

the anti masonic pugaiisticdemonstra-

have that part of Ninth atreet repaired

lq conjunctionwith the efforts of the rail-

articlewhich

Lake Short Commerciallast week, in regard

new liquor law; which wss laid on the
Ninth

fctai, In

.in

Holland, Mich.

most ImportantItems spre

Common

PH(EN1X PLANING MILL.
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all lovers

on the minutes of the

SHkno. goods.
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Among

Hair-Dressing done, and Bwitchea made to order.
Call in and see onr selections. We shall deem It a
pleasure to show our
«
E. F. METZ A 8ISTER.

M
mtF

tain and effectual cure: it has extraordinaof music, we that delicate fish has not transpired.Cerry healing, softening and expectorating
say, send 40 cents to the author and bless tain it is, however, that these olive-oil and
power, perfectly harmless to the most dethe household by a copy of this gem.— sardine-producing countries comparatively
licate child. Price 50 cenls, Sold by T. E
receive nearly all the cotton-seed oil exMethodist Recorder.
Annis&Co., Druggists & Apothecaries,

generations.To

Warner’i Health Preferring Coreeti.

w saoiMiaixI*aim9a

the rout of his mutinous regiments.

touching

HOSIERY,

One Price Establishment

•S1SHWH3 BJITOO

9—

some time ago applied

quire an additional cutting of the same
depth and 250

Strictly

CLEARED.

afford to ignore that

element?

TIES,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

4—
9—

in that

SISTER,

COMPLETE FALL S10CK

Corner Canal and Bronson,

Oct. 3— Schr Spray to Chicago. 40 m lumber.
“ 4— »• Wollln to Chicago. U m lumber.
“
“ Maria to Milwaukee.250 hu apple*,
200 hkt* peachea, 20'* bkte grape*.
the Americans in this
Four Brother* to Chicago, tO cord*
9-

wide and Council. Are not

&

A labox|amd

,i

Oct. 8— Schr Sprny from Chicago, light.
•*
“ W ollfn from Raciae, light.
•* Marla from Milwaukee.8 brl* *nlt.
“
Four Brother* from Chicago. 32 cord*
atone.

orado into the desert basin of California vacancy,without result. Right here we
and Arizona. Ho says that presuming the want to put a question to the Common

•

FEATHERS,

arrived.

position as member of the Board of Eduderides Gen. Fremont's cation. The Common Council on Tuesscheme tor turning the waters of the Col- day night balloted eight times to fill the

to be 1,000 feet

custom house

fH*

HUS8IAB,

up to Thursday night:

no remedy for this?

Gen. Stoneman

connectingcanal

at the

HEROLD.

1877.

1,

HATS, BONNETS,

following are the arrivals and

where people puss every night to clearances as reported

aud from the depot

shallowed considerable during the recent

sirs.,

US.

JUST RECEIVED

^

8. C.

of Holland.

CALL AND SEE

•

field during his leave of absence, and Capf.

Cm

A Complete assortmentof Children’s and Infsnts
shoos for fall and winter,and s foil Hue of
Ladle*' aud Gentleman'swear.

week in the
which was received too lute for publica- Branch” fame.
notice of the marriage of Miss Mary M
Beavers,
tion in this Issue. We will publish it in
The Charleston (8. C.) Courier claims
Ferry, of Grand Haven. It read: sister of
our next issue. It is a vivid pen picture
Senator Ferry, and should have read
that for while people Charlestonis prob- Which we bought In June, which euablt* u* to sell
of the life of a surveying party, which
them fully 10 per cent below presont value.
daughter of Col. Wm. M. Ferry. This
ably the healthiest city on the Atlantic
Our ai<t>onmcnt will be found very complete In
will uo doubt he read with pleasure by his
coast. Out of a population of 25,000 white every depar'inent, and our piicea guaranteedae
wedding was the event of the past week
low aa any lq the trade.
many friends in this city.
at the “Saratoga of the West."
persons there were only 7 deaths in Sep- I We employ none except polite clerk*, who will
annual dpnth ratp nf "how good* cheerfully,and sample* wilt be *ent to
wheD ^ir^.
Some of our most prominent business tember, being an annual cteatn-raieoi ^ ^ flf eilj,
Col. Harwood, who relieves Col. Mans14.59
per
1,000.
Of
these
7
deaths
there
men have requested us to call the attention
last

received

Brocaded Silks

CLOAKS!

Douglas,but the

A dispatch from Milwaukee says: “The

and

Plain

jumped Irom the
cars, while approchlng Randon lake, and
«•» - received a communication from escaped. Now, we wonder If this Is not

-

We

of

Domestic Dress Goods

three years nf'n.— VrijheidsBanier.

one of the proprietors.

of

engaged as

Rhubarb.

of

—OF-

Agency had been spared by Chief
rest had been murdered.

River

ished her course in the high school of that
city, is

women and

II.

last week, at Grand Streng, Esq., of Grand Rapids, having fin-

Rapids, one of Cleveland’s

went through a

the

FILLS

M.

A very opportune communication was shipped to New York, since Sept. 1, 1879
us from our friend C. B 350 sturgeon, an aggregate of 15,000
A complete account of the Indian fight
Wynne, Esq., of Laramie City, Wyoming pounds. The fish is worth in New York will be found on the Inside. The latest
Territory,this week, which will be fount from 12 to 15 cents a pound. It is smoked dispatches say that Gen. Merritt’scjlutnn
on the editorialpage. Mr. Wynne is near and cured in New York, and is generally i,ud reached the besieged regulars,and that
seat of

low

5»tc. per

The

Wm. Verbkkk,

received by

the

m EOTAKT

Oct. -9111. 1870:

Mr. Hurbeck, John Keson,

has Bailey.

BCHOUTBM’B

Compound Syrup

yard, which we claim to he
List of letters remaining in the Post- the best ever sold at this price. Also a very large

Joseph Swail, A. Pelton, F. Audree, C. A.

exteuded

.

Prescriptionscarefully compound atilt hours,
day or
M-lv

CASHMERES
price op

Holland, Mich.,

---

A Large and Flat

Montague and Ludington.

city to be interred) office at

where most of

well

jlxtx)

WOOL

line

-----

---

work

at

Department,in which will be found all the newest
designs In French, English and German, as well as
Domestic Manufactures.We also call special attention to our Hue of ALL

good reports from Muskegon, White Hall,

reside.
-

DRESS GOODS MLM

munerative rates. The lumber business

Inst, at

lumber pile

seeing bet-

is

laboring people are

all her

her.

schup, Mich., was killed very suddenly, on

H. Shumate, will

a general invitationis

Grand Haven

In »

The above firm are the manufacturers ol DR.

ter times than she has for some time past,

Mr. J. Pobluia, 'te»d 22 years, of Gra

dist Church, under the auspices of the

of which

City of

Medicinaluse only,)

And almost everything else belonging
stockeddrug store.

it

sight. Lucky fellow!

especially is looking up.

deliver a temperance lecture at the Metho-

Holland Reform Club, to

and the

could be done for

buy

In the market. Particular attention Is called to
oor very extensive

Liauors,

*
(for

future to build another large double build

with brick, on Washington street.

assortmentof

flneet

Wines &

tioneer is out with posters announcing an

faith in

FirfuuriH) Toilet hiieli, Cigut,

Writiag M*Uri*l, Saw*,

host ever brought to this city, consisting of all the
latest

Grand Haven's auction to be held fo day (Saturday) durJohn Dewell has got a new patent, and
ing the afternoon aod evening. Also, one well adapted to our farming country—
ing, two stories and basement,veneered on Market day, the 15th Inst.
Wilkinson’sPatent Egg Carrier. He says
Davis have enough

.

arrived,and will be wadj tor ln*pectlon on

Monday, September 15th. Kilim

or

occupants. They must be some

FSLOFXLXXTOSt
Um

had reached terra ,/fma about the balloon constautly slopping in front of the store
its

Dr.R.A.Scbuteii,

un-

is

Mr. Chas. Waring, who has been on
special duty at Muikegon for some time

to the hour of gointi to press no

Three doors East of Krulsenga’s Store.

re

arrivalof tlie

Ur

DRUG STORE,

that our

<j

of the south pier on

last, and the

fact

(WARD

!

—
ITsving Just returned from the KaMern Markets,
The weather during last week, although we would renpoctfullycall tko attention of our pat-

last, Eagle Fire

re*

us fortho duties of the

FIRST

Special Notice

Ml

Sitae

•HSeM Peas.

“Well-a-day!If that is so, I will go this
doped, and in order to sustain their
Ripairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
was the
able (?) reputation of saying nothing minutes and get some for my poof George.
that will “cut to the bone.”
I know hops are good.
Hoilakd, March !4, 1878. •
6— lj.
n

*

Jnst published,anew edition of
il. CtJLVXlWILL'fl CXLXBJATEE ISlATon the rarfleafevrs(
without medicine)of Spermatorrhcea
or fteminr.l
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Imp...
tency, Mental and Physical Incapacity. Impediment* to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits Indnced by self-lndnlgenceor sexual
extravagance. Ac.
The celebrated author . In this admirableEssay,
clearlydemonstrates, from a thirty years’ vuccer >•
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abusemay be radicallycured without the dangerous use of internal mediclneor the application
of the knife, pointing out n mode of core at once
simple,certain and effectnsl.bv mean* of which
every sufferer, no matter what his condition mry
be, may curt himself cheaply, privately and raol

0T

This Lecture should be in the bands o
every youth and evenr man In the land.
Sent Dee under seal, In a plain envelope,to any
address,
Address tbe

Publishers,

19-lv

ThCMlWIUmiCG.,
41 Aat It., Hsv York; Post OficeBox.iCffi.

m

BY THE 8EA.

pretty lady left, too, close upon the heels

of the horrid boor I much wished was
anywhere else.
“She ain’t his wife, it can’t be,”
thought I, “but I will find ont before
another day passes.” And, sure enough,
the next day I did find ont that she was.
After this diacovexy, I did not care to
remain, and thought I would try a new
boarding house. In this frame of, mind
I met .an old frifepd whom, I hadmol
seen since
In College
“ Where are you stopping? ” he asked,
after the first salutation had passed. I
stammered and blushed, and finally

BT J. B. OHBVWJLL.

fyb .

.

b Bitting on mj knee,
Ami ga»B e*«Brljr af*r,
Across the beach, beyond the bar,
Where rolls the restless«es.
She pnts her little hands in mine,
And laughs with childish glee
To see the foaming billows splash,
As

o

o'

the shore' they freely drub.

Than glide ba^k silently.

4

wfo

But, while she laughs so merrily,
My heart is far away;
And, as I look upon ihe shore.
Where loud and long the breakers roar,
My sad soul seMns to say :

anaherCdrl- W^^,*-thiifidafc
It

perhaps, he aid not know what a mean,
insignificanthotel it was. But, much to
my chagrin;I found he was acquainted
with its reputation,and I would not

breaks upon the shore

Dies— to return bo more.

The^anKsi-trtsn/S^adOartrtW,^
y r
Of bianed hopes and broken vows,
Of happy days gone by.’*
1

.

Yet, while I mnse in tuoun^ul mood,
And gaze upon the sea.
Aly blue-eyed pet. with golden heir,
Whose heart has never known a care,
Whose voice la mnsio in -the air,
BU11 sJUoppn mv

i

knee.

4

»

:

with me,” he said, not appearing to

#

War Ms^ii rating 04 wj bpegaVr. s . Ti
Her eyes in alumber deep:
The same rough sea, whose breakers roar,

.

MT SOJ0UBJC A? THE SPRINGS.

—
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Oue July morning, no* 0 hundred
wnnee, I started, solitaryand
alone, for Saratoga^where I had made
op my mind to rusticatea few weeks.

fOA«

through mistake, get into such wretched dens. I
know I have before now,” said Coming,
“

One

k-

of

will, sometimes,

consolation, “ but come right to

Congress, now, And send down for your
baggage.” litollhwcdijusttogihtify my
pride. Could I bear to be thought poor
or mean by my friend, whose equal I
was in oar college days ? No ; so I went
with him to Congress Hall.
Not up til I was fairly there, did I realize ths/step'lwad taking. £ GouM I,
worth but $5,000, expect to cope with
millionaires? Could I pay $4 a day, to
say nothing of extras, which would be
as much more, and then, oh ! I had not
thought of that; my clothes! they were
net half fine enongli, nor sufficient to
stop long at so fashionable a hotel.
Coming wore diamonds, too; I had not
,

tent diminish the few thousands I
possessed.Therefore,on my arrival at
the nptingM itewl for one of the
moat unpretentious hotels, and there
engaged a room on the third floor at a
reasonable pnee. In this room was a
so much as a paste.
bed, one chair, a broken mirror, and a
But my name was registered; my
washstand, which looked as if it had
baggage came up, and I was shown my
•een better days. There was no carpet
room by a waiter who was all attention
on the

fllthy-lookmg
mat in about the center of the room; and in expectationof a fee. It did not
the walls were unpapered, and the look mnch like the room I occupied at
the other hotel. Here was a Brussels
view from the little back window,
carpet, gas fixtures and a convenient
which was the only one in the Yoom,
wardrobe—all very nice and comfortawas far from inspiring.
ble for those who could afford it ; but I,
After the waiter had shown me in,
a plain bachelor, who always had been
and I had fastened the door upon his
obliged to study economy to keep my
recreating steps, I sat down on the
head above water, and never very sucoomer of toy trunk and took a survey
cessful in money-making,might as well
of the room. My first impulse was to
be content with a little cheaper accomcall for better accommodations at once,
modations.
bat the expense woald be more, and I
Thus. I ruminated as I emptied a part
decided not to.
of the contents of my trunk into the
* It does not matter much about the
room I have,” thought I. * I shall only wardrobe.
“ But,” thought I, “ there is only one
be here to dress and sleep, and I can
way
for me to do. In the coarse of
make this apartment answer, as poor as
two
or
three days I will pretend to
it ia, for those purposes.”
Coming that I have received a dispatch
Alter having thoroughly made up my
mind to this effect,'I opened my trunk which calls me home without delay, and
and took ont several garments, which in this way I can get off.”
I was thinking quite stronglyof this
I knew should be hung up instead of
being crowded into so small a compass plan when Coming rushed into my
with other clothes, bat, on looking room, quite ont of breath, saying there
about the wall, I could not discover a was a party below waiting for mo to go
np to the lake with them. Accordingly
nail, and as for a wardrobe or closet, of
course they were out of the question; we both hastened down stairs and
jumped into the carriagewith a party
so I laid them back into the trunk and
looked it again. I then brushed the of gay young men, whose company I
dost from my clothes, brushed my hair cannot say I enjoyed. They were fast,
in front of the cracked glass, and profane young men, but Coming had
washed me in the mutilatedwash- not the appearance of being either, yet
he was the more dangerous man. From
bowl
By this time I was glad to descend to the first his influence over me was
the dining-room, where dinner was in greater than I could possibly account
readiness. The first glimpse at the for. After we reached the lake I proboarders convinced, me they were not posed a sail, thinking it would be very
the most stylish people in the world, refreshing after our ride from the
Springs; but I soon learned my combat, among the long row of faces bepanions
had little relish for so simple
fore me, there was now and then one I
and innocent a pastime.
liked.
floor, only a small,

.

I

There was a very pretty girl sitting
beside a fat, red-whiskered man, at the
upper end of the table, and, during my
meal, I viewed them both more closely
than any of the others. He was particularly attentive to her; it might be
be was her husband, but I hoped not,
for I already felt considerable interest
in her. There were also two or three
intellectual-looking

not robbed, my dear

fel-

None of

this

appeared to me in its trae ing more at

might beu”

erty but $50. At this juncture I began
to look about me and to make prepara-

“Another time never will come with
me,” I replied, “for I will never enter a
gambling saloon again.”
“You need not, my friend; but, for
all that, you are not going to leave yet
awhile. I want your company, and you
must stay. You will not miss of being
at the hop to-night. I have promised
one of the finest ladies, here to introduce you to her on that occasion.”
By this time the porter stood in the
awaiung my
mv orders.
doorway, awaiting
“Qet a carriage,”
arriage,” I said, “for
“for the jnqxt
train East.” put Coming’s voice was
decided
heard Shove mine— “ Ho has deci
not to go”— and, at the Mire time,
dropped a $500 greenback into my
hand. The perter, of course, went
about his business,-aad I was left to unpack my trunk again.
“Ill make np half the amount to
you,” Coming said, “although I did not
get a cent of your money.”
“It is very generous in you,” I replied, “ but 1 will not take it from yon.
Iha^
, v6 money enough,” and I thrust it
back into ins hand. Fool that I was
but remember I wished to be thought
rich by my old-time friend. ''
“Well, a thousand dollars is jnst
nothing at all,” he said, returning the
money to his pocket.
'

!

then asked Ardilla to
go with me, telling her that, after we
reached Albany we would be married,
and afterwardsfind a home somewhere.
She consented,and we were to start the
following morning.
Before I had arisen, however, Ardilla
had left the Springs, and I could only
start on my journey alone, without any
hope of becoming a Benedict very soon.
She left me a note— a cruel thing it
was— stating that she had left for parts
unknown, and that it would be useless
for me to attempt to find her. She
hoped I would forget our little flirtation, and not be grieved that something
serious did not como out of it; for her
part she was content to let it drop.
The time we had passed together had
been fraught with happinessfor both,
But it was past, and we must let bygones be by-gones,etc.
I peiused the note, but did not sink
down under
disappointment, although it was a cruel one I will admit.
I shook the dust from my feet as I left
Congress Hall, and felt that I was a
wiser, though a poorer man than when
I came there one month ! before.
Coming left the night previous, though
I was not aware of it until I knew of
Ardilla’sdeparture. If I could only
have seen him and idiwq him a piece of
my mind before .1 left, it would have
been some consolation to me. I was
satisfied he left on purpose to avoid me,
and that Ardilla wonld join him before
tions to leave.

-

,

my

to foot the bills. In the evening I at- never had the least acquaintance with

tended the

hop, and, according to

my him. We entered into

conversation,

the pleasure of however, although, owing to my
making the acquaintance of a stylish- troubles, I was indisposed to talk. Bnt
looking yonng lady, who was presented learningthat he was an acquaintance
to me as Miss Otway. This lady wore of Coming’s and Miss Otway, I grew
diamonds; her head was adorned (?) more communicative.
He said he had been stopping at the
by one of the hugest of waterfalls,fastUnion,
opposite Congress Hall, and
ened by a comb which appeared to be
made up of pearls and other costly bad ielt very much interestedin my
gems; her hoops were expansive; her flirtationwith Miss Otway— he knowing
dress was of a costly material, decorat- so well the relations existing between
ed with a thousand spangles, which her and Corning.
“Related?”!said, in a questioning
glistened in the gaslight like so many
friend’s promise,

fire-flies in the

evening. In

had

meadow grass on a June manner.
“Yes, in pretty much the same way
she was the most

short,

fashionablyand showily-dressedlady in
the room. As to her personal charms,
it was difficult to tell whether she owed
more to art or nature for those. I concluded to wait until I saw her by daylight before I came to any decision on
that point. Many an anxious coxcomb
sighed for so much as one glance from
this goddess of fashion, but Coming
and I monopolized most of her attention.

Coming was

a widower; I was a bachneither of us so young or pretentious as a score of others who appeared
anxious for her favor; but I did not feel
flattered at the notice she took of me,
supposing it was more out of compliment to onr mutual friend Corning than
from any regard or admiration I had
elor,

awakened. Miss Otway and Coming
were evidentlythe best of friends, and
I had not a doubt, on this first evening’s

acquaintance,but that she was his betrothed. The following day I found I
was mistaken, Miss Otway herself informing me to the contrary. We had a
There were a number of gambling long interview while Coming and his
hells in that vicinity, and into one of fast friends were gone to the lake. I
these I was led without knowing where found her agreeable, though a little
I was going until I had fairly entered. less beautiful than she looked the evenI then assured Coming I was not in iug before. She had been an actress at
the habit of frequenting such places. Wallack’s Theater, and for anght she
He also declared he was not, and told knew would resume her profession on
me we would only remain a few mo- her returii to New York. An actress !
menta as spectators. He then bronght there is something associated with this
me a glass of wine, which I reluctantly calling that has, since I learned the cat-

yonng ladies, and
man; drank, as I seldom took anything

fully:
:

that Jenkins and the pretty waitress at
the concert-saloonwere.”

;

:

VA

_

:

only to France, but even to Africa.
Hence the projects of two tunnels,one
under the English channel, the other
under the Gibralterstrait.

The Railroad Oaxette shows that, in
the two years beginning with June,
1877, two-thirds of all the westward
freight from New York went to ten
Western cities, and was divided as follows

:

font.
Toni,
.878,466Buffalo.... ........50.52?
Cincinnati ....... 107.24V^wankee.. ... 47.712
Plttabnrgh ........ lOl.W LouitviUe.
34.541
St. Louia .......... 'Jl,7«|TDledo
88.710
Cleveland ......... Wl.498Indianapolin...... ,26,654
Detroit ............ 02,088Columbus ........ 14,813

CMofto

..........

.

Chicago receded more than Cincinnati and St. Louis together, and 19 per
cent, of the whole.

The report of the United States
Board of Army Engineers, just published, presents the following interest-

ing table as the result of two

years’

thorough trial of the relative efficiency
of the various modem explosives, taking ordinary dynamite as the standard
:

Dynamlle.No. 1 ...............................
Guncotton ..............................
W
Dualin ...................................
'/’"ill

r

...

m

Bendrock .................................
Dynamite,No. 2 ..........................
’/
"
Vulcan powder ..............................
. ['
Mica powder .............................
‘ " 83
Nitro-Klyoerlne.............................. 81
Herculen powder,No. .......................
”’io6
Heronleapowdtr, No. 2 ........................ag
’

^
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A long tabular statement setting
forth in detail the establishment of
every regiment in the regular forces,
the disembodied militia and yeomanry
cavalry for 1879-'80, has been issued
from the British war office. The establishment may be summarized thus:
Household cavalry, 1,302 of all ranks,
and 825 ‘horses; cavalry of the line,
15,998 of all ranks, and 10,984 horses;
royal artillery,35,216 of all ranks, and
12,816 horses; foot guards, 5,950; infantry of the line, 120,006; First and
Second West India regiments, 919;
royal Malta fendble artillery, 369 ; army
service ooips, 2,990, and 1,100 horses;
army hospital corps, 1,745; artillery
militia, 17,622; engineer militia, 1,315;
infantry militia, 118,625, and yeomanry,
14,610; total, 336,755 of all ranks, and
25,725 horses; or, including the last establishment return of the volunteer
force (244,263\ 581,018.

“It cannot be!” I replied, half angriTwo Angry Bulls, a Mob. nod a Baggy.
was still in love with the lovely
siren.
While Jacob G. Zerr, of Geigertown, .
“Bnt it is. I have seen thesame game President of the Berks County Agriplayed by them at Newport. Coming, cultural Society, was returning home
with his gambling and extravagance, from the State Fair at Philadelphia in
sometimes gets sadly ont of pocket, and a buggy, and when between the White
Bear Hotel and Geigertown, he espied
it is very convenient, at such times, to
have some one to pay the bills contract- two bulls in the road. Mr. Zerr saw
ed by his sweetheart. It is very nice, that the two brates were in mortal comalso, for him to get a thousand dollars bat, but, noticing that they did not obout of a countryman’s pocket, after en- struct the road, he drove on, with the
ticing the unsuspecting fellow into a intention of passing by. Jnst as he
gambling-saloon, and forcing him to was abont to pass the ferocious animals,
drink dragged spirits, which makes him the larger one shot across the road, and,
unconscions of what he is doing, and before Mr. Zerr was able to stop his
the next day brag to his chnms that horse, the bull was under the buggy,
the thousand dollars is safe in his and then began a straggle between
buggy and bull. The animal’s horns
trunk.”
“How very wise you are,” I said, dis- were caught in one of the hind wheels
gusted that a stranger should be ac- of the vehicle. The occupants of the
quainted with all my proceedings, and carriage, Mr. Zerr and his grandson,
taunt me of my folly and ignorance of were in terrible suspense while watching the infuriated bull’s stragglesto
the ways of wicked men.
“Don’t be offended,sir. I hope yon free itself from the spokes of the wheel.
have learned & lesson you will never The other bull, which up to this time
forget. Only that you might, I should was a quiet observer of what was going
have interposed between you and Cor- on, suddenly made a bolt for its antagning, but I thought it the wisest course onist, and in a few seconds the light
to allow you to leam by experience buggy was completelyoverturned by
>f the animals,and the
what you would not have believed had I the straggles of
occupants were violently thrown out
warned yon at the time.”
The train now halted ; we had reached upon their heads, bnt -escaped injury.
Balston Spa, and the strange gentle- Mr. Zerr kept hold of the reins, when
precipi
man, after making me a polite bow, left
the car. I meant te have asked him a and checked the horse from running
number of questions about the two in away. All this happened in lees time
dividuals who were uppermost in my than it takes to relate it. The vehicle
mind after I recovered my thoughts, was a complete wreck. The horse was
but he left so suddenly I had no chance. not hurt, but was terribly frightened.
Before the Albany train started again The bulls went to finish their battle
he was on his way back to Saratoga. As elsewhere.— Reading (Pa.) Eagle.

<

>

Some English engineers have projected ay gigantic tunnel under the
Gibraltarstrait, from Spain to Africa.
The length of the tunnel would be nine
miles, and its deepest point abont threequarters of a mile under the surface of
water. It seems that the engineers undertook to realize the dream of an Englishman who wanted to go by land not

ly, for I

.

.

FACTS AND FIGURES.

1

Corning and I then went down to
breakfasttogether, and were, as I supposed, fast friends. I did not .then
know, although I afterwardlearned,
that my lost thousand was carefully
stowed away in his trank. The day was
one of excitement, and I scarcelyhad the day was closed. I would have
made an attempt to follow them, bnt
time to think of my loss.
Gen. Grant and his staff had arrived had no money to expend on such an
at the Springs, and were that after- expedition. So I proceeded on my
noon on grand parade. Coming and I lonely journey homeward, in quite a
m tne
th one
made the most of it. I purchaseda different frame of mind from
new suit of clothes for the occasion, in which I left that place a month preand Corning and I rode about during vious. . The cars were densely crowded
the latter part of the day in one of the when we left the Springs, and I took a
most stylish equipages to be hired. To seat with a gentleman I had often seen
my great astonishmenthe allowed me during my sojourn there, still had

fine, scholarly-lookingyoung

•

in the small country

light nntil I had been acquainted with town where I reside.
PirrariELD, Mus.
Ardilla a month and spent all my prop-

echism at my mother’s knee, struck me
but the greater part were doll, insipid stronger than ale, and that sparingly. unfavorably,and as this, beautiful girl
people. I think there were about forty The Trine must have been dragged, and made the announcement that she be*at the table, but before my meal was I was probably induced to drink of a longed to this class, I said, quite piti'
finished I had concluded I would not still stronger beverage, although I have
care to form the acquaintance of more no recollection of it I remember,
“ I'm sorry.”
however, of playing, and of being told
than fou of them.
A shadow then came over her brow,
I did( not once ask myself whether I bad lost, bnt I did not take in a sense and she replied
iJ .supposed any of those individuals of it until the followingmorning, when
“ Sir, I am an orphan, and poor, and I saw him get aboard the return train,
woiM considerit a great honor to form I found I was $1,000 poorer for my know of no other way to get a living.” I knew he had purposely followed me.
From this moment I began to think Probablv he had no bad motive in domy acquaintance,for I was a bachelor, ride to the lake.
Just before I started for Saratoga, I of this beauty aa my future wife. I ing so; he might have considered it bis
and, of course, very self-conceited.
After dinner I followed Some of the sold my interest in & dry-goodsstore, would not at first allow myself to think dnty to impart to me this bit of informboarders into the parlor. The pretty and was paid the* sum of $5, COO, and I was exactly in love, for what hail I, a ation. In this way I ruminated nntil I
young lady and the fat man were among this was all I was worth. I pocketed it confirmed bachelor, to do with that ten- reached home. I use the word! home,
the number, and she, at the request of all and started for the Springs, intend- der passion; bnt I wonld acknowledge just as other forlorn men do who have
an old lady to * play a tune,” sat down ing to spend a few weeks there in the I felt a great interest in this charming neither wife, child nor parents; but,
to the poor, antiquated piano in the cor- most economical manner; bnt, alas! creature. It seemed such a pity, too, really, it was not mnch of a home to
ner, and gave us as good music as might ere one week had passed one-fifth of she should wear herself out for an un- me. I had lived in the place a number
have been expected from so poor an my property was gone. I looked this appreciativepublic, just because* she of years, and been associated in busiinstrumentWhen this was through, fact fairly in the face, and felt very had no home. Ohl was there a possi- ness with a gentleman to whom I had
there arose a discussion, as there will at serious over it, hardly knowing what bility I could furnish her one? I sold out my interest in the same. I had
moat boarding houses, about the fare; coarse to take; but I finallyconcluded thought of a cozy cottage far. away from many acquaintances there, and there1
one thought we did not live half well to leave at once, and accordinglypacked the turmoil of the great cityi where we were a few whom I esteemed as friends,
my clothes again into my trank and might live. Then, Jike a horrid night- but qo kindred, no bosom friend- Oh,
rang for the porter who I hoped would mare, came the thought of ipy .failing how deeply I realized this as I was reeaten assist* me in getting off before; Corning fortune. But there I was, ana there I turning from my unfortunate tour! Afbat one meal in the house— Beverthe- was up. There was soon a knock at must be, let the exjtensb betrhafcit ter I finally reached my destination, if
leas took the liberty to speak on the oc- my door, and. supposing it was the would, for after the abote-named inter- partially revived my spirits to behold
casion. So, assuming, as I thought, porter, I bade him enter and began at view with my fair charmer^ I was not old familiar faces, and I tried to be as
one of my most intelligent and fasci- once to give him directions about my happy a moment unless she was* in my thankful as possible under the circumnating looks, I very pleasantly remarked, baggage and a carnage ; but, on look- sigh t. But how my expenses increased stances.
The ^Bowing day I engaged a situathat we could not expect,, for $2 a day, ing up, as the mamr approached me, I with our intimacy I Such a living bill
as good fare as we might at some of the saw It was Coming instead of the might welj haye alarmed a millionaire tion as clerk for my former partner, and
but then my dear ArdiHa must ride kf- have since acted in that capadty.,‘No'
first-class hotels, where they charged waiter.
“What, going to leave 1" he ex- ter the fastest horses; indeed, I could person!nithe place knows of my bpera^
twice or thrice as much.
deny her rfothtiig. I must make her tions at Saratoga,and probably never
* Just so, exactly,” spoke up the pret- claimed; “pray what is it for?”
“Coming,” I said, “I have plenty of the most expensive presents, too, and will by my informing them. Abont six
ty h^, whoso name I had not yet
reasons, but the principal one is, I was what was still more, pay her board-bill weeks since;! was married to a maiden,
* We must not expect -to get more drawn into very bad company last for the last three weeks, which was no lady whq expects considerable property
i>nit
ii 'i
at her fathers decease. Whether he or
ban our money’s worth,” the fat man night, and robbed of a thousand dol- small sum.
Coming, to all arowrawes, was
I will be the first to die remains for time
answered, with a meaning simper, and lars; it was taken from me in a way I
sorry to get her off his bauds, as he to determine. As yet, I am poor and
the rest, consideringthe matter finally
could make hardly enough in his gam- work hard for a livelihood. I shall not
decided in behalf of the proprietor of the
bling speculations to support both. visit a watering-placethis summer, be•house, arose* said lefti the room; The from such company in the future/
one

home

and
was not successful. Another time you

1

TlnitZ""itb0Ut
by way

--

my

disturbance.
“I will,” I replied,“I only went to
that horrid place for edayt and, even fax
notice

“You were

low; you played like the rest of us,

•

_

Traveling Stones.

Many of our readers have doubtless
heard of the famous travelingstones of
Australia. Similar curiosities have recently been found in Nevada, which
are described as almost perfectly round,
the majority of them as large os a walnut, and of an irony pature. When
distributed abont upon the floor, table,
or other level surface, within two or
three feet of each other, they immediately

mon

begin

traveling

toward a com-

center, and there lie huddled

hunch

up

a lot of eggs in a nest.
A single stone removed to a distance of
three and a half feet, upon being released, at once started off, with wonderful and somewhat comical celerity,to
in a

like

join its follows; taken away four or five

remained motionless. They are
region that is comparatively
level, and is nothing bnt bare rock
Scattered over this barren region are
little basins, from a few feet to a rod or
two in diameter, and it is in the bottom
of those that the Tolling stones are
fonnd. They are from the size of a pea
to five or six inches in diameter. The
cause of these stones rolling together is
doubtless to be found in the material
of which they are composed, which
appears to be lode-stone or magnetic
feet, it

found

iron

in a

Ore.

*

_

_

jfr is apticipatedthat gold coins will
circulate bountifully .withina year.
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TAG BOGUS PROCLAMATION.
Mr. Joseph Howard's Explanationof

How

He Came to Write It.
[From the New York Evening Telegram.]

he made a noise he was
soon ejected and without redress. Of
course the Mammoth Sleeping Palace
made monev, as it deserved to.— Ernest
Ingersoll,in Scribner.
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SKIN DISEASES.

Thoutand* cured. Lowest Pri ere. Do not
fall to writ*. Dr F K.Manh,Qulncx.Mlcb.
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in its nature as to attractattention, upon

which the needed

tell*ell about item sent
dreea DR.

000 during the year 1880-81.

aealadfor two So. etampe.AdML. Chicago,111.

HKNDKRSON. 171 Madieon

criticism on the exist-

It is said by a London correspondent
ing state of affairs would necessarily be
of the Chicago Inter Ocean that cigarmade. He therefore wrote what purportettes are in common use by English laed to be a proclamation from the Presidies. Emily Faithfull,Elizabeth Thompdent ©f the United States, first narrating
son and the Duchess of Edinburgh are
these defeats and disasters,and, second,
mentionedas great smokers.
appointing a day of fasting and prayer.
In other words, he took the people
Tha Venomom Ilmtth of Malaria
with him into the valley of humiliation. Does not infect the sjptems of those who use
Then he called for 500,000 men between Hostetler's Btonuch Bitters as a precaution
the ages of 18 and 45, with whom to against it Nor is it less useful as a remedy
where intermittentand remittent fever has
subdue the enemies of the republic. fullv establisheditself, in conseouence of a
This was signed by “Abraham Lincoln” neglect of preventive measures. It checks the
and “William H. Seward.” Before each paroxysms with astonishing certaintv,and
eradicates this type qt disease, even in its most
name was written the word “Signed,” inveterate form. This medicine is an especial
indicatingthat it was a copy of a pro- boon to the emigrant population of the far
clamation.This, on manifold paper, West, where fevers of a malarial type ire parwas sent from the Eagle office by Mr. ticularly prevalent, but the reoognilionof its
merits u so far from being limited that it is
Howard to every newspaper in the city known and appraisedat its true value throughof New York, in the full belief that it out the length and breadth of America. Travwould be published in every paper in elers by land and sea, miners and solonrners
in unhealthy localities,esteem it highly, and
that city. Accident and a number of
are its moat constant purchasers,and in many
unforeseencircumstances combined to a rural household far and wide it is the chosen
prevent its universal circulation; and, family specifia
although it was printed in three papers,
“I Shall Go There Again ”
so far as the public was concerned it Is what a man says who, having paid a visit to
appeared in but two — the World and Chicago, has made his headquarters at the
Journal of Commerce. The Govern- Tremont House, John A. Rioofs “Palace Hotel
ment instantly and arbitrarily sup- of America." For comfort,and good entertainment generally, there is none like it.
pressed them and put an armed force
before their doors, thereby magnifying Tub Pboferrional Indorsement which

_

a bur- has been accorded, by leadingmedical men
in various parte of tne country, to Dr. Wm.
lesque, which in any other time would Hall’s Balsam for the Lungs is a sufhave passed with a laugh and a joke. ficient guaranty of ite efficacy in eradicating
Good judges, notably Mr. Raymond, of diseases of the breathing organs. These gentlemen have thoroughlytested the remedy, and
the New York Times, insisted that Mr.
their concurrenttestimonyis to the effect that
Howard had inside information of a it is a positive specificfor lung, bronchial and
proclamation of a similar nature about throat affections of every description, and a
to be issued. The Government,on the most reliable preventive of that dreaded
scourge, consumption.Druggistssell it
other hand, insisted upon it that it was
part of a Southern conspiracy and
In former years it was a common occurrencs
treated it so, arbitrarily sending the to find 5Uper cent of the field hands in Looisi
author to Fort Lafayette.It was bom ana, Missistippi and Alabama struck down with
of an honest desire to teach a muchneeded lesson. It was a burlesque,
pure and simple, in which there was no curing every case of the disease in a few daya
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The old proverb “ Where

there’s a

will there’s a

way,” finds full illustration in the life of many eminent Americans. Such men as Henry Clay, Abraham Lincoln and many others have
risen from very humble station to intellectual greatnessby a resolute purpose
to surmount difficulties. One well acquainted with the early life of ex-Gov.
George S. Boutwell, of Massachusetts,
Secretary of the Treasury under Gen.
Grant, gives an interesting sketch of
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no customers.But at 9, when the store tun&looatBretpUn ever off wed in Club AaenU and
closed, he retired to the Imrary and large boxen. ALL EXPRESS CHARGES PAID.
New term* FREE.
read till drowsiness came on. Then he
took a little physicalexercise to rouse
himself. When he felt sleepy again he
81 laa^ga Yeaejr fftreet, New Tarlu
plunged his head into a pail of water P.O.Box
and, under this new stimulus, was able
to study till a late hour. In this way
he acquired valuable knowledge and
£S££lsnii
maO. BtowellRC*
discipline,and prepared himself for a
Mast.
successful career. Self-educated men
prize the opportunitieswhich young
men trained in the schools often throw
away.
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P HISTORY™ WORLD

TEAS!

all St, N.Y.
WIGHT A$0., Bankers, SfwS
the first in LeadviUe there
— Choiceitlntha worid-Im portare’price*
be a merchant who- once
handled a wholesale business of three
millions a year rfs a grdoer ip New York
city. Failing there, he came to Leadville penniless. But his sagacity seized
upon this opportunity,and, getting together sufficient funds, he built a vast
shed of slabs and fiUed it with rows of
bunks, two tiers high, capable of accommodating 500 sleepers nightly. His
mattresses were thick and soft, his
sheets clean, his coverings warm, the To the beet land*, in tbe beet elimete, with the beet
place weU ventilated through the
thousand cracks that gaped between
the unseasonedboards. The proprieMainly la the Funoue
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man cared to sleep himself and let D.A. MoKINLAY. Land Com’r,
Mt. r.M
A M. K’y, St. Pawl. Minn.
others sleep, he was sure of a good
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During Mr. Howard’s editorshipof
A Fight With a Gray Eagle.
the news departmentof the Brooklyn
Eagle he wrote what has passed into
A young man named HuU Joy shot a
laabla ^eaUea sent «
history as the “Bogus Proclamation,” large gray eagle a few mornings since
reofferer tending me hit
Puetofflco and Expiate ad
the true inwardness of which has never on his father’s ranch, near Washoe
dfMIe
D*. H. G. ROOT. 183 Pearl Street. If wr York.
been told. The fact, as we understand lake. Having risen very early (someFmmtr4 tor a Hr* Book that
it, was this: The Union armies were in thing unusual for him), he espied what
eeUelaetChance for all to>make
i
trouble. Disaster and defeat were rap- he thought was a big chicken-hawk.
idly depletingthe Union ranks. Grant’s He ran into the house, got his gun,
disastrous encounters in the Wilderness and, blazing away, brought down the
and the signal humiliation of Banks bird with a broken wing. HuU’s dog The fathom Scout, Guide, Hunter and Actor— written
himself—la the Urelieet end eeeleet book to eell that
upon the Red river were sending a ran to retrieve the game, but found he by
bee appeared for rear*. Agenta alrtadxat work are
making
big ealee. Bend at onoe and eecure territory.
gloom over the entire country. Mr. had no easy task, as the bird jumped on
For circular* and liberalterm* apply to
Howard, sitting in his office, said : “ I on his back and began to retrieve him.
H. N. HINCKLEY,tt South Canal 8tn Chicago.111.
wonder what I would do if I were Pres- The young sportsman ran to his dog’s
tax
ident of the United States? These rescue, but found he had put his foot
disasters are substantial, and, if long in it, as the eagle (as it really was)
continued, will work ruin. This is a buried his talons in Hull’s leg. The
religious country and a sentimental yells of dog and master and the fierce $72
people. First of all I would affect that screams of the eagle soon brought to
element by^ojuiowledgingthe folly of the scene of action Hull’s father,
our course, and ask the Supreme Ruler mother and four of the children, who S 2,500 * YEAR
thing* for Aeenta. Orer 900 agent* are now making
of the universe to direct our path. made a combined attack, and, after a from U to ill a day. Bend eUmp for paitlculan.
Second, I would call out a sufficient severe struggle,succeeded in killing Rrv. ST T. BUCK, Milton, Northumberland Co, Pa.
number of men to put down the re- the royal bird. He measured five feet Shakspeare’BSrjStir^Jji!
bellion inside of sixty davs.” It will be six inches from tip to tip of wings.— Sample copy/rre.Murrey HUl Pub.Co..l»K.Wt BL.N.Y
rememberedthat Mr. Lincoln was in Virginia City (Nev.) Chronicle.
month. Kmr graduate gnarenteeda payingsttua.
the habit of calling for small installSome of the more sanguine of the Uon. AddreaeR. Valentine.Manager, Janeerille, Wla.
ments of troops, 75,006 and 100,000, and
Burney & Berry’s
**nt Fr^
that the odious system of draft had treasury officials at Washington esti.
Y
created disturbances here which result- mate that if no change is made in the S
ed in murder, pillage, outrage and pub- revenue laws, and no further extraordinary expenditures are voted, such as
lic scandal. It occurred to Mr. Howard
that for the arrears of pensions, the riHRONIO AND SPECIAL DISEASES, NERVOUS
that in no way could a lesson be better
DEBILITY, Ao, cured. A book (tlluatreted)which
taught than by a burlesque so extreme public debt may be reduced $50,000,-
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FACTS ABOUT' TEE “YELLOWS."
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which

iluvelopment and spread of the

08 Per Cent Pore.

dreaded peach blight called “yellows,” the
following communication Iront our valued
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authorityon the subject of which he
by those Interested:
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(A Communication addressed to the ed-

Detroit and

itor of the

Tribune.)

from the
agricultural columns of the Now York
cut out the following item
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somewhat to the
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few of the peaches, perhaps two or three.
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appear
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making a prodigiousgrowth.
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Send for Grand Raj pee I, tonj'>*atduliet,Conception, Conhnenirnt, Love
|| I I 81
n/l
F
Impe liniMiti to Mirnue
t our
oar »hip.
thin. Impfrimentf
Mirnitein mate
mile and ftnuKbcienca
Gniil*, Science I I I 1 1 I 1
Ivl
HI ids, Mich., Business
rj
Umur^Anru^n
Mn*U
li'«
f
I
a
ir
nf
of Reprodecti-'n,
M»«le Lee contularod. Law ol Biarriago,
Law uf Divorce,Lr-ealright*rl married wnmee, etc., IbcIbuCollege Journal. Superioradvanisg-*given.
ing Dtv’-isrs peculiarto Women, theireauae* and treatS'A-Smo.
mert. A b-ioltfur private and ccnnJerate reading, oi 320pag«t,
vrito full 1 bate Lcj'avio/ri,
by mail,acoWd, lur ftO Ciula,

*

_
1*

Vsmam

“THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER"
on Srphill*.Gonorrhcaa, Gleet, Stricture,Vnrleor Is. i-.. *l*o m Spermatorrhoea. Sexual Debility, and
Impotency, from Self-aluarar.d Lxcc»-»v,caunr*grmn.al
r.miMoni,N'rrvou«ne»e,Averajon to hocietr,Conftitoa of
Ideal, I’hyairal Decay, Dimueii of Sight, DetectiveMemory,
L'-re nf Sriuallower, etc.,making marriage improper or
onluppr. civ.iig tre.ilrornt. and a great tnnnv valuablereceipt*
the rurc « all privatediaeaie* ,
page*,over 60 plate*,
DO cent*.
Ur.liralAdilee.'l.rfliirr
on Xnnhnodand WemanliAMl.
10 e.

XA

for

FOR ONE DOLLAW

prt

*« ”"d *u ti>r~ot the

npOSBSHHBBBBIBi •l><,veil,'*crilH-ilbooki.

tMn-lylTTuioRiwiii^oTume^iiitalni''Z
»•) paze* and over
Kk) illuMratione,
and rmbraetnteverything
lung on the gi-tteralive .v.teiii that ia worth knnwinfl
ecoinh ncrl volumeii
ng.rhe
Medic* Book puli!i«ltiHi.
nooittvtl) the molt popular Medical
Ttie Author ia au exioriencedphriiciauof many
yearn prnrlit-e. ia« ie wi-IIknown , ami the advice giv. n,
and rule*fur trrntiuent laid down, will be found ol great

’

I

value to thoee eufiirinufrom iiupurliiraoltlieeyeteni, early
error*,loet vigor, or any of the nutnrroua trouble*coining
under the head ot -private" or •‘Chronio''
dieeaae*.—
1‘o.tageetampe
inpayment
of lltoe hooka,
ruMage
etatupe taken in
payment tor any ol
_..x.
x
f|tl|bllthwl
B
_ caaln 1817. hat
......
acquired »a national reputation tor iklli tu the wuatmeut
ot
chronic ditea.r* and cumplii-ated caect. hypkllU, Lon
kcaar.
rbira, tilrrlsirielure.
Orrhill.,all Irlaary Trnuhle.,
_____ Hy
hyphl.
litieorXrrrarUIuffei-tiona
of the' throat, ikiu or hona*.
treated with iucct-n, without ueing Mercury,

__
PR.

_

---- ------- -Ly
^yS^P^^SAR^

.

PATIENTS TRIeATED
mmmmmmmmm''"*

!»r —U and exyrtu.
where pomhi*
permnalronauliation
ultationprelerrcd,
(ireter winrli i*
.......
HIKE and Invj"
f 1>R. BUTTS invite*all pmona ivtfaHogfrotn RUPTURE to Mod Mm theiraunt and addrata.aad hmbtr
, a»ar*t th-m that they will learn »om*thio| W Ut«r
(i
^advantage.— It la not a Tniaa.
All rominunicaiioni
itrlctly eonfldantlal,and ihoul
Sldrv.aeU u DR BLlTtP. If North 8th tk . St. LouU. aw.
• *

.

'

1
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M.D. HOWARD.

A

n

KOEiGAGB SALE.
r\BFAt’LT having been made in the

c.iii

-

ditions (whereby ihe power of sale therein
ha* become operative) of a certain mortgitge. executed bv George M. Willey, on the third day of
April. A. I). 1876. to Mary E. fioitleand recorded in
the office of the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
county and State ol .Niicl igan. on the sixln day t-f
April,' A. D. 18itk aforesaid al twelve o clock, noon
of that day. In Liber No. 5 of Mortgages,on pace
281, on which said mortgage there is claimedto be
dm- and unpaid at the date of this notice, the sum
of four hundred and five dollars ($465 00' princij.el
and interest, and no proceedings*t Jaw or In
equity having been instituted to collectsaid sum
due thoreon, or any part thereof; Now therefore,
by virtue of the power of sale as aforesaid,nolle''
is hereby given tiiat on Tuesday the seventh

day

of October, next. (1879) at two o’clock In
tho afternoon, at the front door of the Court
House, (the place of holding the Circuit Court) in.
the cltv of Grand Haven in said county of Ottawa,
said mortgage will be foreclosed by the sale of the
premises therein and hereinafter described, or so
much thereof ns shall be necessary tu satisfy and
pay the amount due on said mortgage, with interest and coat of advertisementand saie, together
with an attorneyfee of twenty five dollats. provided forln said mortgage In case of foreclo-ure
Said mortgaged premises are describedIn said
mortgage and will be sold ns follows, to wit: the

west-naif of the east-halfof the south east quart' r
of section thirty two (52) 'own seven (7) north, of
rnge fifteen y.5) west, in the county of Ottawa
and State of Michigan, together with the appurtenances thereunto belonging.
The undersigned, an old and retired physician,
Dated Ghand Havkn. July 3rd. A. D. 1879.
having been permanonflv cured of tlie much
MARY K. SOULE, UnrlgagM.
dreaded disease CONSUMPriU.N.bjr * llmple
Samuel L. Tate, AHurwy ior Moriqaqee. 22-ibw
remedy, is anxious to make known to his fellowo'r enre." ‘tOT
'"'•rolne
he^M send a copy of the preacriptlon used, FREE Tuesday, the twenty-first day of OctoOF CHARGE, with directions for
instant,at the same hour and place above
using the same, which will be found a sure cute for
.
Connimption.Catarrh.BroteMtit,A$tkma. HerDated Gband Haven. October7th, A. D. 1879.
voutntu, pc.. Pc.. Pe. Addreia with stamp.—
E. SOULE, MortgageePamuei. L. Tat*, Attorney for Mortgage'DU. C. STEVENS, Brockville, Oot.

««

morlgngo
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FALL AND

1879.

WINTER. 1879.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

and

the trees healthy and vigorous by good cultivation and care; without these it is im-

Coffin!,

RIVER STREET. HOLLAND MICH.

s

Wanted-Bones! Bones!

and receive a shock to their vital energies

this cause, and have no

Fiiraito-

VAN ZOEREN.

1878.

HOWARD.

BANKING.

or in the spring after the sap has sUrted,

manner from

14.

CaH and see the
other

become too severely frozen in, the winter

frequently observed trees affected in this

W. BUTKAU.
J.

CO.,

DEALERS IN

SUPERPHOSPHATE CONSUMPTION CURED!

In

yellow} the fruit - shrivel up or ripen pre-

St'ore

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT

and ultimately dies.

will occasionally fail, the leaves will turn

MEYER &

H.

The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate A
Son’s Hardware Store.

..

Hardware

foliage is an

loses its dark healthy color, the tree fails

BY

SOLID

dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part ol their
trade.

(i

this abnor-

teigpcrsed among the branches of the tree

The undersignedannounces to the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausage*. By promptness and fair

natioiianeinitTuiiin^

AT THE

CUBE FOR ALL!

A

branches of the tree minute leaf develop-

mal growth appears in clustersthickly in-

FIRST WARD,

y

Never despair— something that never fails—
Fever and A«_mio— To the sick it Is of littleconsequence how they are cured, whether from a rational
Instruction thorough. Good moral and religion:
view of the disease or by the rules defined for the
guidance of the profession,so long as the cure is influences. Expenaeg very low. Tuition in tin
Academic
Itepwrtnwnt only 91.00 irer term
certain and expeditions.To a suffering man the
Moro than fifty young men are now in attendants!
qtieetionon the relativemerits of quinine or calo- whoso board, rooni-rent and incidentals do uol
mel is uninteresting. The faculty may wrangle a-d cost them over if 7 1 a year.
discuss their various theories,but Dr. Holloway’s Five Departments,— Academic, Theological
treatment dispels doubt ere the disciple*of Escn- Commercial,Art and Music. In the Academic fom
lapitishave fini-hed the first stage. Holloway’s courses,— ClosKral,Scientific.Philoaophical, am
Pills are the only remedies which effect a speedy Normal ; besides Elective Studies and Preparator;
Courses. Beautiful location,and lino new build
and radicalcure withoutdanger of a relun-e.
inen. SLxteon Instructors. Fall Term commencci
Sept. 3. For Cataloguessend to
I it porta wV Cattion. — None are genuine unle«s
the signature of J. Hatdock, as agent for the
Pres. D.W. C. HUGH, orC. B. HILLS, Sef’j,
United States, surroundseach box of Pills ami
Hillsdale, Mich.
Ointment.Boxes at %"> cents. ti-Jcents and $1 each.
FyTlwre is considerable saving by taking th'-

to delect upon the body or along the

advanced stages of the disease

THE-

..t

experienced observer will be probablyable

with narrow, colorless leaves. In mote

I3ST

comand

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS.

fruit, the

ments which elongate into long wiry, stems,

—

|

attention

unex-

tf.

j

naturally

pected high coloring and enlarging of

81

COOKS”.' MILLION

1379.

differ-

to the tree by this

week.-

market.

cut surface, it will be observed to have a
perceptibly gritty,

10-6m

nf
on hand this fall with all kind* of School
Holland. I will sell at tht following prices.
Books. Paper. Stationery, etc., at the lowest prices . Lot 9. Block F, Lot 6, Block G, West Addition §17-’i
of the
each; Lot 18. Block 8. Lot H, Block 11, South West
Addition$176 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, ft & ti in Block
11. D. POST.
25, ns organized nlat near tho si. L. S. depot at
$225 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $:KKi each
Also W lots West of First avenue al $125 ench. The
above will be sold for n small payment down. Also
the following Lots 10. 11, 12. l’3, and 14, in Bloc k
A Ivtf, new »nd eonplste Guide to
Wedlock,coDtiiniDg,with ran* olhrn,
K. Lots 2, 4. 5 and i in Block II. The above will
(lie ('illcwingebipten: A amiptlou!
be sold on long credit and small payments dowi .

peaches, and the edge of the knife blade
<

$1.75 to $2.0U per

I

21,

TrVAARWERK.

G. J.

required to go to Platnwell, Mich., and railroad
(are will be furnished.The wages will be from

OgdeasburafcN-Y.

Holland, Mich., June

prices.

Call and see the stock, m
trouble to show goods.

WANTED

Holland. July

Give ns a trial and you will be pleasedwith

a

Large sample package sent free on receipt of 1ft
cents, to pay postage and mailiug. Agents wanted.
Address J, p. Mountain, ogdensburg,N. Y.

GATES CUBTIS,

F0(R CA.SH.

No trouble to Show

hardTan

At
\*)

Poilts, filts.lie,

M»forl*r,

mottled appearance

flesh to

Lot itf ApptUTt.J

|»«r

lull u«‘*«:rtpiion,
powwr. price, etc.. i«
uixvii in an extra of

*

of a mottled, spoiled character,

is

,

MEAT MARKET

goods and Prices.

peaches

Dyspepsia..

t^V”SALT always on hand at the lowest prices.
Come and see our selections of Dutch Woolen
Yarns, Table Oil-Cioihs,and Ginghamsand Cali-

and found only upon the exterior of the
fruit, while the high color of the

Chandeliers — the

cent it.
Ftmalt Comjtl,

Headache /

and fresh supply of CHOW-CHOW,
PICKLES — the choicest brands.

Al

ALL CHEA(P

,“"1 ,’°PUl‘r kl','1, 0f

full line

Our

Toilet,

Our 40 cent Tea is called A No. t for the price bv
expert judges. Fine Candies, Tobaccos ami
Cigars. Toys. Notions. Flower Pots, Hanging
Baskets in great variety.

a

cents.

AND SHOES,

even blush, possibly more highly tinted
than

large and coin

Cost!

Asthma,^

SLIPPERS, ETC.

& Kramer.

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

and ripen in

j

RUBBER GOODS,

the

the yellowing of the

leaves; the fruit will redden

a

GLASSWARE.

A GOOD, steady -girl for housework, who can
/V cook, wash and iron, can have a pood, permanent situation and a good home in a small
family, by applying at Mrs. M. F. WHEELER’S
Splendid Millinery Store, Holland, Mich. The girl will he

FANCY BASKEIS.

A FULL LINE OF

We respectfullyinvite the attention of our citl
to the stock of goods which we have opened
one door cast of E. Van der Veen’s hardwarestore,
cause? aud the prices for which we offor them.

of borers is the cessation of the

32-tf.

Kinds of Underwear for Men, Women,

New Stock! New Store!

Boot

.

Fighth Street, Holland,Mich.

CORSET

HEW

T

— the safest—
and most beautiful.

Bleachedand UnbleachedCottons.

A large variety of

mature ripening and the high color of the zens

from sveh a

1879.

have also put on the shelves

SHubK&VLd"

HOWARD.

I).

E

S

latest styles

.

Splendid Assortment of Dress-Goods
lur Fall aud Winter.

decay beyond that indicatedin the prefruit, as sufteriug

I

Lamps and

FULL LINE OF SHIRTS.

due to “borers in the stems!” What nonsense, to characterize a thrifty tree, with

Holland, Sept. JR.

<

fate

seems to he indicated.

M.

OLE

H

Come and Look at it anyway! No Trouble.

M

ffronchitiS%.

CO.,

THE GRAY MEDICINE

is a

would advise the planting

W

60 acres of land In Section 21* ot tho township
of Holland Also
acres, mostly cleared, clay,
gravel and sandy land. iidJoiniug'Dirk Paulas’, in
the township of Holland.
The above lands can be bought at reasonable
terms. Inquire of

and Winter Shawls

Also. A

jyThe

symptom of the early decay
of the tree.* We do not think it would be
worth while to seek any remedy, but

for Sale.

have made ench arrangements that I can
PIECE, PART OF A BET. or

by the

Hcrvoutntis.

™;After Takin&

from premature old age, from dis

ing of ftuil

Farms

160 acres,three miles north of the cltv, on the
Grand HaAen road, with dwelling and orchard.
120 acres, of which ten are cleared, situated in
the township of Olive, near Cole’s mill. Good

Abuse; as Loss

BeforeTaking

I

sell it

Consists of a completeassortmentof

Pain in the Back. Dimness of Vision.Premature
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In
ease, or from the elfects of borers in the sanity or Consumption, aud a PrematureGrave.
fc^Kull particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
stems. -It is impossible to say which of
desire to send free by mail to every one.
these causes is at work, but ilictoxperience Specific MedicineIs sold by all.drunists at fd per
package, or six packages for gb. or will be sunt free
of all fruit growers is that premature ripen- by mail on receipt of the money by addressing,
either

And

& A. Stekotee

F.

rhea, Impotency,
and all dieenees
that follow,an a
sequence of Self-

prematurely.

the cause?”

28-1 V.

*eminnl Weakiioi*h,

out, ami

Tu’pty— The trees are beginning to fall,

CHINA WARE,

Summer Retreat.Good Fishing, etc.
Good Accommodations, chargea moderate.

Delightful

The arrivalof the Fall and Winter Stock of
Goods at

unrailingcure for

green: part of the fruit oO

cjcU tree turns red inside

grows to

12

read! read! read!

Gray’s Specific Medicine,

W., Vine-

land, N. J. writes: “I have 10 or
trees,

PHILADELPHIA,PA.

Tima

ed that the agriculturaleditor of the

AND BY THE BAY OR WEEK.

house.

MENZIES COMPANY,

GEO. T. LEWIS &

G-E1TTJX2TE

BO

MANl'FACTUBKD ONLY BY

meeting of the Law-

HOLLAND.

it.

POWDER

FINE

_

LYE

ton Pomolodcal society

nmusetnensof

is a

And pecked in cans with an ordinary slip-lidlike oar Baking Powder,so
that any portion of contents of can may be used withoutspoiling balance,
,
pounds of Perfumed Hard Soap made in twenty minute* without boUinf/.—nnii your wash will be sweet and clean to the senses,without
that nasty smell produced when using ready-made Soap or Soap made
from other Lye.
One teaspoowfal will soften five gallons of hard water.
LEWIS*
Is 88 per cent, strongerthan any other Lye or
so-calledBock or Ball Potash ca

treats, will be read with attention and
profit

LYE

IN'

gives ns n connection with tho city of Holland, wo
call the attentionof the public to the only reliable
route to and from Sangatuck,viz: The beautiful
little steamer Twilight makes two trips per day
from Saugaiuckto Richmond, connecting with the
I respectfullyinvite the attention of the citizens hft
Chicago and West Michigan rallroad-thenearest
of Holland and vicinityto the new and handsome **
railroad station.
addition 1 have made to my. stock consisting of.
tyThe Hotel has a livery stable In connection

with

STRONflEST AND PUREST LYE MADE.

correspondent, C. D. Lawton, a well known

BILLINGS, PnorniHTOR.

Since there Is no stage line or boat lino that

PERFUMED LYE

the fruit region of ihU state in connection
will) the

K. D.

serioun apprehension

Is entertained in certain sectiMos of

Something New

The Saugatuck House.

i

JACOB VAN PUTTBN.

Iltvrab

Power

CO.,
Springfield.Ohio.

49-ljr

.

2

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Huglery, GloTeo, 8l4fiwl£?ircul«r».Cloaking and Reftd\’ Made
Cloaks, all kindT of Worsted G.mda, Germantown Wool
and Wonted, . Perforated Puper. In all colors,

And

a foil line of

SILK

A-lsTD

OR/AFE.

$ 242.00

. 283.no
. 343.50

JAMES LBFFEL A

Flowers, Laces^llmbroidery^uching,

L.

&

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

ETGUTTH STREET

HO

I*

LAN

ID,

MICH

